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ABSTRACT  President Obama’s “Preschool for All” initiative calls for
dramatic increases in the number of 4-year-olds enrolled in public preschool
programs and in the quality of these programs nationwide. The preschools proposed by the initiative share many characteristics with the universal preschools
that have been offered in Georgia and Oklahoma since the 1990s. This study
draws together data from multiple sources to estimate the impacts of these
“model” state programs on preschool enrollment and a broad set of family and
child outcomes. We find that the state programs have increased the preschool
enrollment rates of children from lower- and higher-income families alike.
Among lower-income families, our findings also suggest that the programs
have increased the amount of time mothers and children spend together on
activities such as reading, the likelihood that mothers work, and children’s test
performance as late as eighth grade. Among higher-income families, however,
we find that the programs have shifted children from private to public preschools, resulting in less of an impact on overall enrollment but a reduction
in childcare expenses, and that they have had no positive effect on children’s
later test scores.

I

n his 2013 State of the Union address, President Obama proposed a
sweeping reform of preschool education in the United States. His “Preschool for All” initiative calls for dramatic increases in the number of
4-year-olds in public preschool programs and improvements in the quality
of these programs nationwide. The initiative would be funded by a $75 billion federal investment over 10 years, to be roughly matched by states, with
federal dollars allocated to states based on the share of their 4-year-olds
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who are from low- and moderate-income families.1 Local school districts
and other providers would be responsible for implementation, but in order
to receive federal funding a state would have to adopt certain quality benchmarks related to early learning standards, teacher qualifications, and staffing ratios, as well as a plan for assessment.2 The new preschools would be
free for children from low- and moderate-income families but also accessible to children from higher-income families at a cost to be determined by
individual states.
A large body of prior research suggests that early childhood education yields a high rate of return for children from low-income families.
Prior studies of the long-run impacts of targeted preschool programs—for
example, the Perry Preschool Project and the federally funded Head Start
program—find that preschool produces not only private returns in the form
of increased lifetime earnings but also public returns in the form of reductions in crime and in use of public assistance. Because of these externalities
to preschool enrollment, economists would tend to agree that there is a role
for public policy to expand preschool access.
The Obama plan builds on existing public preschool programs operated by state governments, which have greatly expanded over the past
30 years. Today, several states, including Tennessee, North Carolina, New
Jersey, Washington, and Kentucky, have public programs that meet many
of the quality benchmarks in the Obama plan, but they serve a small share
of preschool-age students. Other states, including Wisconsin, Texas, and
Florida, have programs that score high on access but low on quality. Very
few states—most famously, Georgia and Oklahoma—have state-funded
preschool programs that score high on both counts.
The Preschool for All proposal can be thought of as pushing all states
toward the Georgia and Oklahoma model: an accessible preschool program
with high standards. Existing evidence on the impacts of the Georgia and
Oklahoma programs is focused on their short- to medium-term outcomes,
and the findings are mixed. William Gormley and Ted Gayer (2005) find
evidence that disadvantaged preschool attendees in Tulsa, Oklahoma, score

1. “Low- to moderate-income” is defined as income at or below 200 percent of the
federal poverty line.
2. The Obama plan also includes expansions of Head Start for low-income 3-year-olds
and Early Head Start for younger children, incentives for states to adopt full-day kindergarten classes, and extension of voluntary home visiting programs by nurses and social workers.
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higher than their peers on tests at the end of the preschool year.3 Maria
Fitzpatrick (2008) finds that the Georgia program increases test scores of
disadvantaged children as late as the fourth grade, but the effects appear
smaller and less widespread than those from the Tulsa study. Fitzpatrick
(2010) also finds no evidence that either of these state programs increases
the labor supply of mothers of 4-year-olds, despite providing a 100 percent
price subsidy for childcare on the extensive margin of employment.
To our knowledge, nothing is known to date about the impacts of these
programs on child outcomes measured later than fourth grade or on measures of family well-being or behavior beyond maternal employment. This
study addresses this gap in the literature, bringing together data from multiple sources to estimate the impacts of the Georgia and Oklahoma programs
on a broad range of family and child outcomes. Our baseline empirical
approach compares outcomes in these two “model” states to outcomes
in the rest of the United States, before and after the introduction of their
universal preschool programs, in a difference-in-differences (DD) framework. For outcomes where only more recent data are available, we take an
alternative DD approach, comparing families with 5-year-olds and families
with 4-year-olds, in Georgia and Oklahoma versus the rest of the United
States. Where possible, we also combine the two strategies in a tripledifference framework, exploiting both the timing and age-targeting of the
programs. Throughout, we present separate analyses by children’s family
background, since the alternatives to state programs might be weaker and
the marginal returns to human capital investment higher for children from
lower-income families. Instead of using family income directly, we pre
sent separate analyses by maternal education, which is a strong correlate
of family income that is not directly affected by the implementation of
these universal preschool programs and is observed for most children in
our data sets.
We first show the stark difference in the effects of these programs on
preschool enrollment patterns by maternal education. Among children
whose mothers have no more than a high school degree, who are much
less likely to be enrolled in preschool in the absence of a public option, we
find that the Georgia and Oklahoma programs have sharply increased the
likelihood of preschool enrollment at age 4. Our DD estimates imply that
their preschool enrollment rates are now around 19 or 20 percentage points
3. Using a similar research design as Gormley and Gayer (2005), described in detail
later in this paper, Wong and others (2008) also find evidence that the Oklahoma preschool
program has improved children’s end-of-preschool test performance.
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higher than they otherwise would have been. On the other hand, the same
empirical approach suggests that 4 or 5 out of every 10 public preschool
enrollees whose mothers have at least some college education would
otherwise have been enrolled in private preschools. As a result, the impact of
these state programs on the overall preschool attendance of this latter group
of children has been more muted, at an 11-to-14-percentage-point gain.
We then turn to examine the impact of the Georgia and Oklahoma programs on the behavior and well-being of families with 4-year-old children,
continuing to split the data by maternal education. We hypothesize that the
programs could affect how much time or money parents invest in their children, which could contribute to their academic achievement independently
of preschool attendance itself. Our findings here are less precise, but align
with those described above. The more highly educated families, for which
private preschool enrollment falls significantly, see a significant reduction
in their childcare spending. A back-of-the-envelope calculation based on
our estimates suggests that this spending reduction amounts to an income
transfer of between $3,000 and $5,600 for those families that switch out of
private programs. By contrast, the less educated families, which gain more
from the program in overall preschool participation, show larger declines in
overall maternal time spent with children. However, this finding is counter
balanced by a positive impact the program has on the “quality” of time
spent between mothers and children in these less educated families, such as
time spent reading, playing, doing art projects, and talking.
In addition to its contribution to children’s human capital formation, preschool serves as childcare. Indeed, another rationale for preschool expansions is the role that they would play as a childcare subsidy. An economic
labor supply model frames a mother’s decision to work as a function of her
net wage, that is, the difference between her wage and the hourly price of
childcare. Reducing the cost of preschool effectively increases a mother’s
net wage, making it more likely that she will participate in the labor force
and, in turn, contribute to family income.4 We find some evidence of an
increase in the probability that less educated mothers are working when
their children are 4 years old. However, the effect appears to be confined to
the first few years after the program is in place, and estimates are relatively
sensitive to changes in the specification.

4. Among mothers already participating in the labor force, the childcare subsidy will
change the relative price of leisure, so the net impact on hours worked will depend on
whether the income or substitution effect dominates.
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Finally, we turn to these programs’ reduced-form effects on children. We
present separate analyses by a student’s eligibility for free or reducedprice school lunch since maternal education is not reported in the underlying data. While the programs are still too young for us to estimate their
truly long-term impacts, we are able to explore child outcomes as late as
eighth grade with the benefit of more recent data than previously available.5 For lower-income children, the evidence points to an impact of the
programs on both reading and math scores in fourth grade, and while this
effect diminishes substantially by eighth grade, it remains sizable in the
case of math. However, for children from higher-income families, academic
achievement does not appear to have improved on average in either grade,
despite the fact that some of them were more likely to have attended preschool. While we cannot be completely certain of why this is, one possibility is that the programs induced a movement away from private preschools
that were relatively high quality, leading to negative effects on the human
capital of “switchers.”
On the one hand, these findings would appear to suggest that an untargeted national preschool program would result in substantial substitution
from private to public preschools, driving up costs and limiting program
efficacy. On the other hand, the presence of higher-income children in the
universal preschool classrooms in Georgia and Oklahoma—which may
help to attract better teachers or have positive spillovers for lower-income
children—may be what truly makes these programs “high quality.” Regardless, our cost-benefit analysis in section V suggests that the benefits could
outweigh the costs even with the substantial shifts from private to public
preschool programs that we estimate.

I. Background
The Preschool for All initiative proposes a bold change in the role of the
federal government in early childhood education. However, it builds on
existing state efforts in preschool education and attempts to garner support
from the large and well-identified literature on the long-term impacts of
targeted preschool programs. In this section, we describe these state programs, elaborate on the small but growing literature on their impacts, and
discuss key findings from the broader literature on preschool education.

5. The Georgia and Oklahoma preschool programs became universal in fall 1995 and
fall 1998, respectively.
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I.A. State-Funded Preschool Programs
Policy efforts at the state level have notably increased public preschool
enrollment over the last 30 years. In 1980, only four states had subsidized the provision of preschool programs, and these programs were quite
small.6 But in the 5-year period from 1983 through 1987 alone, 11 states
started their first preschool programs. Another eight states started programs
over the next 5-year period, and by 2011 public preschool programs existed
in 40 states and the District of Columbia. Figure 1 (right axis) plots the
cumulative fraction of states that had funded preschool programs by year.
Increases in the public preschool participation rates of 4-year-olds as measured in the October Current Population Survey (CPS) School Enrollment
Supplements (left axis) track this state subsidization activity quite well,
increasing by almost 25 percentage points between 1980 and 2011. Much
of the public preschool enrollment of 4-year-olds prior to 1980 in the October CPS may be accounted for by Head Start, the already existing federal
preschool program that targets children from low-income families. The
Head Start enrollment rate of 4-year-olds (left axis) has risen little since
the early 1990s.
There is significant variation across state preschool programs in who
is eligible to attend, both in terms of age and in terms of targeting. Most
programs admit only 4-year-olds, although approximately 13 percent of
enrollment consists of 3-year-olds, according to surveys conducted by
the National Institute for Early Education Research (NIEER) over the
past decade. Most programs also target children from low-income families, although the income threshold for eligibility varies across states,
and some state programs target children who have developmental delays
or other risk factors regardless of income. Access is universal only in a
handful of states, the longest-standing and most studied of which have
been Georgia (universal access began in 1995) and Oklahoma (universal access began in 1998)—the two states that are also the focus of
this study.

6. According to data compiled by the National Institute for Early Education Research
(NIEER), these states were California (1965), New York (1966), Maryland (1980), and Oklahoma (1980). NIEER uses several criteria to identify state preschool programs. For example,
the program has to be “funded, controlled, and directed by the state,” serve preschool-age
children, focus on early childhood education in a “group learning” environment, and “be
distinct from the state’s system for subsidized child care” (Barnett and others 2012; p. 21).
As a result, the dates cited here may disagree with those reported elsewhere, such as by the
Education Commission of the States.
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Figure 1. Percent of 4-Year-Olds Enrolled in Public Preschool Programs and Percent
of States Funding Preschool Programs, 1965–2011
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Sources: October CPS (public preschool enrollment rate), Head Start Bureau (numerator of Head Start
enrollment rate), Vital Statistics (denominator of Head Start enrollment rate), and National Institute for
Early Education Research (state funding dates).

The state programs differ not only in access but also in commonly used
metrics of quality. For the past decade, NIEER has compiled state standards for preschool programs—related to curriculum, teacher education,
class size, and support services—into an index with a maximum value of
10, giving each of 10 quality metrics equal weight; many of these metrics are incentivized by the Preschool for All initiative.7 Figure 2 presents
a scatterplot of this index against NIEER’s internal estimate of the share
7. The 10 quality metrics are as follows: program has comprehensive early learning standards; teachers are required to have a BA; teachers are required to have specialized training
in preschool education; assistant teachers are required to have a Child Development Associates (CDA) degree (or equivalent); at least 15 hours per year of in-service are required; the
maximum class size is 20 students; staff-to-child ratios are 1-to-10 or better; program offers
vision, hearing, health, and one support service; program offers at least one meal; program
offers site visits.
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Figure 2. Relationship between Quality and Access in State-Funded Preschool
Programs, 2011–12 School Yeara
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Source: National Institute for Early Education Research (2012).
a. Dot sizes represent Census estimates of the state’s 4-year-old population. The dashed line represents
the regression fit, weighting by this figure; the unweighted fit is substantively similar. The quality
standards checklist gives equal weight to each of 10 factors: program has comprehensive early learning
standards; teachers are required to have a BA; teachers are required to have specialized training in
preschool; assistant teachers required to have a Child Development Associates (CDA) degree (or
equivalent); at least 15 hours per year of in-service required; the maximum class size is 20 students; staff
to child ratios are 1-to-10 or better; program offers vision, hearing, health, and one support service;
program offers at least one meal; program offers site visits.

of 4-year-olds in state-sponsored preschool programs as of the 2011–12
school year, the most recent with data available; dot sizes represent Census
estimates of the state 4-year-old population, as reported by the NIEER.
There appears to be a slight trade-off between access and quality according
to this index, although the slope of the fitted line is not statistically significantly different from zero at conventional levels.8 There is substantial
8. The slope of the fitted line (heteroskedasticity-robust standard error), weighting by the
4-year-old population, is -0.033 (0.025). Unweighted, the slope estimate is -0.023 (0.015).
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variation in the index at all levels of access. For example, the programs in
Georgia and Oklahoma, as well as those in West Virginia and the District of
Columbia, are not only high-access but also high-quality, according to the
index. However, other states with significant access, such as Florida, Texas,
Vermont, and Wisconsin, score low on the index, and there is significant variation in this measure of quality across states where access is quite restricted.
Because our empirical analysis focuses on estimating the impacts of
the Georgia and Oklahoma programs, it is useful to describe these programs in more detail.9 In 2011–12, NIEER estimates that enrollment rates
of 4-year-olds in state-funded preschool in Georgia and Oklahoma were
59 percent and 74 percent, respectively, with both programs serving that
age group exclusively.10 Both states also score high on the NIEER index,
most recently receiving scores of 8 and 9, respectively (Barnett and others
2012). For example, both states require comprehensive learning standards,
and both require that a classroom’s lead teacher hold a bachelor’s degree,
be certified in early childhood education, and participate in annual inservice training.11 Until recently, both states also mandated that the studentto-teacher ratio in preschool classrooms be no higher than 10-to-1 and that
class sizes be no higher than 20.12
While these programs rank among the highest in the nation in access
and quality according to NIEER, they differ from one another in several
respects. Oklahoma’s program is based in local school systems, and its
funding runs from state governments to local school districts, which can
choose to run half-day programs, full-day programs, or both. Spending
per child is almost $7,427, with $3,652 coming from state sources and
the remainder from a combination of local and federal contributions. By
9. We choose not to include West Virginia, since its program has only recently become
high-quality on the NIEER scale. For example, while early learning standards were adopted
in West Virginia in 2004–05, they have been in place in Georgia and Oklahoma since 1996–
97 (Barnett and others 2012). Likewise, Washington, D.C.’s program only began in 2008–09.
See online appendix A for discussion of how our findings change when Washington, D.C.,
and West Virginia are recoded as treatment states. (Online appendixes for papers in this
volume may be found at the Brookings Papers website, www.brookings.edu/bpea, under
“Past Editions.”)
10. We do not use the NIEER estimates of enrollment rates in the analysis to follow,
because the earliest available data are from the 2001–02 school year.
11. The Oklahoma program loses one point on the index because it does not require
assistant teachers to have a CDA (or equivalent).
12. Georgia has recently lost two points on the index on this account, since it currently
mandates a maximum class size of 22 and a maximum teacher-student ratio of 1-to-11. A
recent state-commissioned evaluation of the Georgia program characterizes its classroom
practices as of medium quality (Peisner-Feinberg, Schaaf, and LaForett 2013).
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contrast, Georgia’s program often runs through private childcare centers,
and its total spending per child is only $3,490 and is drawn entirely from
state sources. Since both models are possible under President Obama’s
proposed plan, we focus on estimating the average effect across the two
programs throughout, giving each program equal weight.13

I.B. Previous Research on the Georgia and Oklahoma Programs
Given the policy relevance of the universal preschool programs in Georgia and Oklahoma, it is not surprising that they have already been topics of
study. The primary area of interest has been children’s academic achievement. In an evaluation of the Oklahoma program using data from the city of
Tulsa, Gormley and Gayer (2005) leverage the sharp cutoff in eligibility to
participate in the program based on a child’s date of birth and find positive
impacts of participation on cognitive measures at the end of the preschool
year (see also Gormley, Phillips, and Gayer 2008). Impacts are largest for
blacks and Hispanics and for low-income children, with little improvement
for whites. Vivian Wong and others (2008) use the same research design
but different data to estimate the effects of the Oklahoma program, also
finding improvements in Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test scores at the end
of the preschool year.
Less is known about outcomes in later grades. Fitzpatrick (2008) evaluates the medium-term impacts of Georgia’s universal preschool program
using fourth-grade outcomes measured in the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP). Using a cross-state DD approach, she finds
positive effects on fourth-grade NAEP test scores and the probability
of being on-grade. The impacts are most consistently positive among
disadvantaged non-urban students and more mixed among other demographic groups. They also appear smaller than the effects found in the
Tulsa study, but this is not surprising given the pattern of “fadeout” in test
score effects that pervades the early education evaluation literature. As
described below, fadeout does not preclude positive impacts on a child’s
longer-term economic and social well-being.
These impacts on children’s human capital are reduced-form, reflecting
not only program participation itself but also potential changes in parental
investments in children in response to the program. The literature on this

13. We discuss differences in some program impacts by state below.
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mechanism is quite thin by comparison. Using a regression-discontinuity
(RD) design similar to that used in the Tulsa studies, Fitzpatrick (2010)
finds no statistically significant positive impacts of a child’s eligibility for
state-funded preschool on his or her mother’s chances of working. Thus,
most women appear to be infra-marginal with respect to the price subsidy for childcare implicit in these programs, that is, many women may
switch from private preschools and other childcare arrangements to the
state program without changing their employment status. As a result, the
programs also do not appear to change family income, either by reducing
public assistance receipt or increasing maternal earnings, when a child is
4 years old.14
We believe we are the first to leverage both the Georgia and Oklahoma
expansions in the same DD framework to estimate their impacts on child
and family outcomes.15 There are some advantages to a DD approach over
an RD one for the question at hand. One advantage is that the counterfactual
to the universal program is captured by the experiences of 4-year-olds in
other states after the initiatives are passed. In an RD approach, by contrast,
the counterfactual is approximated by the experiences of children in the
same state at a given point in time who will enter preschool the following
year. To the extent that the alternatives would be changing over time—e.g.,
enrollment in private preschools might be increasing in control states—a
DD approach using other states as controls might better represent what

14. A parallel literature exists on the impacts of universal kindergarten programs for
5-year-olds. Exploiting variation across states in the timing of first state funding for kindergarten in the 1960s and 1970s, Cascio (2009a) finds little evidence to suggest that
kindergarten improved a child’s long-term social and economic well-being, while Cascio
(2009b) finds an impact on maternal labor supply, but only for single mothers with no
children under the age of 5. On the other hand, attempting to leverage age eligibility
by using quarter of birth as an instrument for kindergarten attendance in 1980, Gelbach
(2002) finds more widespread increases in maternal employment in response to kindergarten, although Fitzpatrick (2012) provides evidence that estimates of maternal employment impacts using the quarter-of-birth instrument are quite different from those arrived
at using an RD design based on exact date of birth and school entry cutoff birthdates.
While interesting, these studies are arguably less relevant to the question at hand, given
that the kindergarten programs under study were probably lower-quality than the current Georgia and Oklahoma preschool programs, that the counterfactual to kindergarten
enrollment in the 1960s and 1970s and even 1980 was different than the counterfactual to
preschool enrollment today, and that 5-year-olds are at a different point in development
than 4-year-olds.
15. Thus, we focus on the demand side. In a recent study, Bassok, Fitzpatrick, and Loeb
(2012) use a DD approach to estimate the effects of these particular programs on childcare
providers.
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would have occurred if the program had not been introduced.16 In addition, using an RD approach one can only evaluate short-term child outcomes, like end-of-preschool test scores, or contemporaneous outcomes,
like maternal employment when a child is 4 years old.17
A key contribution of the present study is thus to estimate these programs’ impacts on child outcomes beyond the fourth grade test scores
considered by Fitzpatrick (2008). Another contribution is to estimate the
effects on contemporaneous, family-level outcomes beyond maternal labor
supply. Much of what is known about the impacts of preschool programs
on outcomes such as these is based on evidence from small-scale experiments in preschool education and the larger-scale federally funded Head
Start program.

I.C. Previous Research on the Impacts of Targeted Preschool Programs
Arguably the most famous experimental preschool program was the
Perry Preschool program, a 2-year intervention in the early 1960s involving half-day school attendance and weekly home visits for extremely dis
advantaged 3- and 4-year-old African American children living in Ypsilanti,
Michigan.18 Students were randomly assigned to receive treatment or not,
and follow-up data on the participants have been collected through age 40.
Initial findings from Perry showed increases in IQ scores for the treated
group; however, these initial gains did not persist, and by age 10 there was
no measured difference in IQ scores between the treatment and comparison group (Gramlich 1986; Schweinhart and others 2005). Nonetheless,
the Perry treatment students performed statistically significantly better in
16. Even state programs ranking lower on the ladders of access or quality have been
found to have positive effects on children’s outcomes, such as the low-quality, high-access
program in Florida (Figlio and Roth 2009) and the high-quality, low-access programs in
North Carolina (Ladd, Muschkin, and Dodge 2012) and Tennessee (Lipsey and others
2013a). The RD study by Wong and others (2008) also uncovers impacts of the preschool
programs in Michigan, New Jersey, South Carolina, and West Virginia on print awareness
at the end of the preschool year. In Tennessee, where the evaluation relied on a randomized
control design, there were no longer measurable positive impacts on cognitive skills by the
end of first grade, although there was some evidence of lasting gains on non-cognitive measures (Lipsey and others 2013b).
17. Another drawback of the RD approach is that children on either side of the age
cutoffs have different ages relative to their classmates. To the extent that these peer effects
influence outcomes, the estimated policy impact may be biased.
18. More specifically, the Perry program involved school attendance for 3 hours per
day, 5 days a week from October through May, and weekly home visits for 90 minutes by a
teacher to discuss a child’s progress and instruct parents on how to provide an academically
enriching environment at home (reading to children, counting with them, and so on).
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school than the control group: they were absent fewer days and less likely
to have been assigned to special education, had fewer failing grades and
higher high school grade point averages, were more likely to graduate from
high school, and generally reported more positive attitudes toward schooling. These improvements persisted into adulthood, by which time the treatment group was statistically significantly more likely to be employed and
less likely either to have been arrested or to have received transfer payments such as cash welfare or food stamps.19 When the improvements in
long-term outcomes are monetized and discounted back to the start of the
program, the benefits outweigh the costs by an estimated eight to one ratio
(Heckman 2006).20 Recent work by James Heckman, Rodrigo Pinto, and
Peter Savelyev (2013) finds that the program induced changes in personality skills, which in turn can explain a large portion of the improvement in
adult outcomes.
The high rate of return in the Perry program probably represents an
upper bound on the return to any universal program for disadvantaged
children today. While the Perry treatment was of high quality in many of
the same respects as the Georgia and Oklahoma programs, the alternatives
to participating in any program for lower-income children have expanded
dramatically over time. Today, not only can lower-income children attend
Head Start; they have access to some targeted state funded programs, as
described above, and some find themselves in center-based or informal
childcare arrangements while their mothers work. The marginal benefit
of attending a high-quality program for low-income children today would
therefore likely be smaller than it was in the 1960s. The participants in
Perry were also extraordinarily disadvantaged, and marginal investments
in their human capital might have had high returns.
Based in part on the early successes of Perry, Head Start was started in
1965 as part of the “War on Poverty.” Head Start is a large public preschool
program for low-income children that is generally thought to be lower in
quality than the Perry program yet higher in quality than the childcare that
is typically available to low-income parents (Currie 2001). To put relative
quality into context, Head Start has been estimated to cost more than many
19. A similar pattern of findings has emerged for other preschool experiments, for example North Carolina’s Abecedarian Project (Masse and Barnett 2002; Anderson 2008).
20. Recent reanalysis using different methods to account for multiple hypothesis testing
by Anderson (2008) generally confirms these findings, but finds that the long-term benefits
in Perry are concentrated among female participants. Heckman and others (2010) calculate
rates of return separately by gender, and find that returns are significantly different from zero
for both males and females.
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state-funded preschool programs but less than Perry and other high-quality
preschool programs (Currie 2001). However, Head Start ranks lower on
the NIEER scale than many state-funded preschool programs, averaging
a score just below 5 (Espinosa 2002).21 The program also reaches further
up the income distribution than Perry did, and estimates of its longer-term
impacts have been drawn not only from the earliest cohorts to attend, for
whom the alternatives were relatively limited (Garces, Thomas, and Currie
2002), but also from among more recent cohorts with a wider range of
alternatives (Deming 2009).
The first randomized evaluation of Head Start, the Head Start Impact
Study, was conducted in 2002. Head Start participants in that study saw
faster improvements in language and literacy skills than their non–Head
Start counterparts. However, these improvements dissipated quickly,
and there were no measurable differences in the test scores of Head Start
and control children as of third grade (Puma and others 2012). Unfortunately, the Head Start Impact Study was undertaken too recently to know
whether children randomized into Head Start will have better non-test outcomes over the longer term.
The quasi-experimental literature to date on the longer-term impacts of
Head Start is promising, however. The predominant research design in this
literature has been to compare outcomes across siblings who were exposed
to different preschool environments (such as Head Start vs. another preschool or no preschool). Much of the within-family variation appears to
be idiosyncratic and may be driven by the availability of slots at local programs, which are often oversubscribed.22 Findings from sibling comparisons suggest that Head Start participation, relative to attending either no
preschool or a non–Head Start preschool, has a substantial positive effect
on vocabulary test scores during elementary school and makes a child
less likely to repeat a grade (Currie and Thomas 1995; Deming 2009).
While test score gains fade to a fraction of their initial levels by ages 11
to 14 (and are no longer statistically different from zero), during their teen

21. For example, Head Start teachers tend to have relatively weak academic credentials.
However, the quality of Head Start may have improved recently in response to recent policy
initiatives. Currently, 56 percent of Head Start teachers hold a bachelor’s degree, and another
30 percent hold an associate’s degree, up from 30 and 16 percent, respectively, in 1999. Over
the same time period, the average child-to-teacher ratio dropped from 19.8 to 17.6, and the
average staff turnover rate dropped from 16.8 to 13.2 percent (Bassok 2012).
22. On the other hand, to the extent that a change in a family’s economic circumstances
renders one sibling eligible and another ineligible, this approach could understate the impact
of the program.
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years Head Start participants are nevertheless less likely to have ever been
charged with a crime or to have become a parent and are more likely to
complete high school and attend college as young adults (Deming 2009;
Garces, Thomas, and Currie 2002).23
The pattern of findings in both the Perry program and the quasiexperimental Head Start literature—strong contemporaneous impacts,
followed by smaller medium-term impacts, culminating in strong adult
impacts—has been documented repeatedly in evaluations of early childhood interventions.24 For this reason, it would be ideal to measure impacts
on longer-term child outcomes besides test scores. Unfortunately, the Georgia and Oklahoma programs were introduced too recently for us to estimate their impacts on adult outcomes. However, in our data we already see
the beginning of the same pattern of program impacts on test scores that
fade over time.
By comparison to the literature on child outcomes, the literature on the
impacts of Perry and Head Start on families is quite thin. Using data and
random variation in Head Start participation from the 2002 Head Start
Impact Study, Alexander Gelber and Adam Isen (2013) find that Head
Start induces parents to become more involved in their children’s learning,
as measured by increases in time spent reading to kids, in the number of
visits to cultural events, and in time spent with nonresident fathers. These
improvements in the home environment persist even after Head Start ends.

II. The Preschool Experience
For the Preschool for All initiative to have an impact on children’s human
capital, it must first affect their preschool enrollment. The first-order question for our analysis is therefore this: How have the state programs in Georgia
and Oklahoma affected children’s preschool experiences?
23. Ludwig and Miller (2007) also find evidence that Head Start participation increases
educational attainment, exploiting the sharp difference in special grant-writing assistance
afforded to counties with similar poverty rates at the program’s inception.
24. James Heckman and his coauthors (such as Heckman 2006; Knudsen and others
2006) have put forth a helpful framework to explain this pattern, relying on a distinction
between cognitive and non-cognitive skills. While cognitive skills encompass the ability
to add, subtract, read, and so on, and are readily measured on traditional standardized tests
taken by school-age children, so-called “non-cognitive” skills are less likely to be measured
on achievement tests and include social, behavioral, and emotional skills, such as persistence, behavior, and the ability to cooperate. Both types of skills are important inputs to adult
outcomes like employment, wage levels, marriage, and criminal activity. The hypothesized
mechanism through which long-term gains are realized is through a permanent improvement
in non-cognitive skills that persists after the temporary gains in cognitive skills have faded.
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It stands to reason that these programs have unambiguously increased
the chances that disadvantaged children attend preschool and the average
quality of preschools attended, given the constraints faced by lower-income
families. However, a substantial fraction of these programs’ budgets could
be subsidizing higher-income families, whose children may already have
a relatively high probability of attending preschool and for whom program quality may already be quite high. For these children, there is not
only less scope to increase preschool enrollment, but the private programs
“crowded-out” may also be at least as high in quality as the state program,
opening the possibility of negative impacts on human capital.25
Our first analytical challenge is therefore to estimate how these programs have affected preschool experiences and how this has varied by a
child’s family background. The best available data for this purpose are
from the October CPS School Enrollment Supplements. The October supplements provide annual data back to 1968 (with complete information on
state of residence dating to 1977) on the preschool enrollment of 4-yearolds, both overall and by school type, public or private.26 We use the school
type question to provide insight into substitution from private to public
preschools, noting that the possible inclination of survey respondents to
classify state-funded preschool as private enrollment in Georgia, where the
program operates in part through private centers, should bias us against
finding evidence in favor of it.
Importantly, because entire households are surveyed, the October supplements allow us to match children to other family members and so obtain
information on a family’s current socioeconomic status (SES). While the
Preschool for All initiative conceives of SES as family income, family
income itself would be an outcome of the program if it were to change
maternal employment—a question that we address below. We therefore
think a more desirable sample split is based on a strong predetermined
predictor of family income. In this spirit, we split the sample into two

25. Of course, this is not to say that choice is welfare-reducing, since the reduction in
human capital will be offset by the family’s lower spending on childcare. We explore the
impacts of these programs on consumption of childcare services in the next section.
26. Ideally, we would have detailed enough information to classify children into “school
entry cohorts” based on their birthdays and the minimum age of kindergarten entry in their
state. While information on school entry regulations is available, we only know a child’s
age as of October. Fortunately, the vast majority of children who are 4 years old in October would be eligible for preschool rather than kindergarten. In Georgia and Oklahoma, for
instance, by September 1 children must be 4 years old to enter preschool and 5 years old to
enter kindergarten.
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maternal education categories: children of mothers with no more than a
high school degree and children of mothers with at least some college education.27 Results are substantively similar if we instead stratify by paternal
education or whether a family’s income-to-poverty ratio is above or below
185 percent, the cutoff for reduced-price lunch (see online appendix B).

II.A. National Trends in Preschool Enrollment
To set the stage, figure 3 shows national trends in public preschool
enrollment, private preschool enrollment, and enrollment in any preschool
(the sum of public and private) from 1968 through 2011, both for the
population of 4-year-olds overall and for each of the two maternal education categories. As noted in reference to figure 1, the overall national
trend in public preschool enrollment (solid black line in upper-left panel)
lines up well with the introduction of state funding for preschool. Given
the targeted nature of most of these programs, it is not surprising that the
increases in public preschool enrollment have been greater among the children of women with no more than a high school degree than among the
children of women with some college or more. That said, by the end of the
sample period the children of more educated women were still more likely
to be attending any preschool, public or private (lower panel), continuing
their long tradition of being more likely to attend a private program (upperright panel).
But more striking is the fact that the private preschool enrollment rates
of 4-year-olds declined markedly over roughly the same period that statefunded preschool programs expanded. Regardless of maternal education,
private preschool enrollment rates in 2011 were not much higher than they
had been in 1968, having peaked right before the recession in the early
1990s. Table 1 provides some suggestive evidence of the extent of substitution between public and private programs. Between 1985 and 2010, the
private preschool enrollment rate of 4-year-olds whose mothers have at
least some college education fell by 8.6 percentage points; among 4-yearolds whose mothers have no more than a high school degree, the decline in
the private enrollment rate was almost as large, at 7 percentage points. The
27. We have also split the sample into four maternal education categories (high school
dropout, high school degree only, some college only, and college degree or more) and have
found that dividing the sample into two groups was a parsimonious way of capturing the
patterns in the data. While the college-educated share of mothers has increased dramatically
over the sample period (see, for example, Goldin, Katz, and Kuziemko 2006), maternal
education did not change in response to the Georgia and Oklahoma programs (see online
appendix table B-1).
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Figure 3. Preschool Enrollment Rates of 4-Year-Olds, Overall and by Maternal
Education, 1968–2011
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Source: October CPS school enrollment supplements, 1968–2011.

declines in private enrollment among children in these groups represent
significant shares—41 and 25 percent, respectively—of their increases in
public preschool enrollment over the same period. As a result, the groups’
gains in overall enrollment between 1985 and 2010 have been much more
limited than the expansion of public enrollment alone would suggest: gains
of 12.6 percentage points and 21.1 percentage points, respectively.
Although suggestive of crowd-out, the declines in private preschool
enrollment over the past 25 years might have been caused by other factors,
such as the stagnation in maternal labor force participation over the same
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Table 1. Preschool Enrollment of 4-Year-Olds and Employment of Mothers
of 4-Year-Olds, by Maternal Education: 1970, 1985, and 2010
Year
1970

1985

Change
2010

1970–85

1985–2010

Mother has high school degree or less
Enrolled in public preschool
4.4
13.7
41.7
Enrolled in private preschool
6.4
15.4
8.4
Enrolled in any preschool
10.9
29.0
50.2
Mother employed last week
28.6
42.4
43.1

9.2
8.9
18.1
13.7

28.1
-7.0
21.1
0.8

Mother has some college or more
Enrolled in public preschool
5.5
10.6
31.8
Enrolled in private preschool
30.1
41.6
33.0
Enrolled in any preschool
35.6
52.2
64.8
Mother employed last week
31.7
56.1
61.6

5.1
11.4
16.6
24.3

21.2
-8.6
12.6
5.5

Source: Authors’ calculations from the October CPS, 1969–71 (for 1970), 1984–86 (for 1985), and
2009–11 (for 2010).

period.28 Indeed, the increases in private enrollment through 1985 occurred
over a period of rising maternal employment rates (see table 1), suggesting
a link between the two.29 While this too is only a correlation in two national
time series, it reminds us that private preschools also provide childcare,
the demand for which is driven by factors beyond the availability of public
alternatives.
We now turn to our formal estimates of the preschool enrollment
responses to the Georgia and Oklahoma programs, using an empirical strategy that has the potential to account for those other factors.

II.B. Impacts of the Georgia and Oklahoma Programs
on Preschool Enrollment
Empirical Strategy  Our

analysis separates out the trends in preschool
enrollment in Georgia and Oklahoma from those for states elsewhere in
the country, using the October CPS supplements from 1977 forward. With
these data in hand, we can compare the changes in preschool enrollment in
Georgia and Oklahoma after the introduction of their universal preschool

28. Increases since the mid-1980s in the state-mandated age at which children are eligible to enter kindergarten and in the practice of “red-shirting” (delaying a child’s entrance
into school) (Deming and Dynarski 2008) are other potential contributors to the downward
trend in private preschool enrollment of 4-year-olds shown in figure 3.
29. A full-time series of maternal employment rates is provided in figure 5, top panel.
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initiatives to changes in preschool enrollment in the rest of the country over
the same period. Thus, instead of attempting to measure and control for all
of the other factors affecting private preschool enrollment, we assume that
the effects of these other factors are accurately embodied in what happened
to preschool enrollment in other states.30
In its simplest incarnation, this quasi-experimental DD approach is captured in the following equation:
(1)

yst = θ postst + γ s + δ t + ε st ,

where yst is a preschool enrollment rate of 4-year-olds in state s in October of year t (in percent terms); postst is an indicator variable set to one in
Georgia from 1995 forward and in Oklahoma from 1998 forward, and set
to zero otherwise; and gs and dt are vectors of state and year fixed effects,
respectively. The state fixed effects account for fixed differences in preschool enrollment rates across states, while the year fixed effects account
for common shocks to the preschool enrollment rate (that is, shocks to private preschool demand stemming from the business cycle). In some specifications, we also add a vector of state-by-year-varying controls, including
child demographics and the state unemployment rate. est is an error term,
which represents unobserved determinants of enrollment rates.
Estimation of this simple model will identify the coefficient of interest, q, only if none of the unobservables is correlated with the adoption of
universal preschool. This assumption would be violated if, for example,
the private preschool enrollment rates in Georgia and Oklahoma would
have been on a steeper downward trajectory than elsewhere even without
starting universal preschool programs. In this case, the estimates would
imply more crowd-out as a result of universal preschool than has actually
taken place. The model is also restrictive in the sense that it assumes that
the effects of universal preschool on enrollment rates were both immediate
and persistent.
We therefore begin by estimating a less restrictive event-study model,
which allows us to test whether the model states were on d ifferent enrollment trajectories prior to introducing their programs, as well as whether the

30. Using other states in the southern census region to proxy for these other influences,
our DD point estimates for enrollment and many of the other outcomes under study tend to be
diminished in magnitude, but the general pattern of findings still holds (see online appendix C).
The decline in the magnitude of effects is unsurprising, given that other southern states have
made substantial investments in preschool, as suggested by figure 2.
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impacts of these programs have remained constant as they have matured. In
this model, we replace the postst indicator in equation 1 with a series of indicator variables for year relative to the year that universal preschool was
introduced. Instead of creating an indicator for each individual year relative to the initiative, we create dummies for 3-year bins to reduce noise. So
that the coefficients are identified, we omit the dummy for the three years
immediately prior to the initiative (representing 1992–94 in Georgia and
1995–97 in Oklahoma).31 This model provides us with transparent graphical evidence on the credibility of equation 1’s identifying assumptions.
Findings Figure 4 plots the event-study estimates for each of the three
preschool enrollment rates. To facilitate the comparison across family
background, we present the coefficient estimates for a given variable for
children from both maternal education categories in the same graph, offsetting each series to the right and left of the midpoint of the relevant interval
for ease of viewing. The capped lines around the coefficient estimates represent 90 percent confidence intervals.32
For children whose mothers have a high school degree or less (solid
circles), the introduction of the Georgia and Oklahoma programs appears
to have increased enrollment in public preschools by 15 to 20 percentage points relative to expectations based on public enrollment trends elsewhere in the country (upper-left panel). The point estimates are somewhat
higher among children whose mothers have more education (open circles),
centered on a 25- to 30-percentage-point impact. For both groups of children, each of the post-program coefficient estimates is statistically significant, and there is little evidence to suggest that the effects of the program on
public enrollment have systematically grown or shrunk over time.33
The remainder of the figure then provides evidence of differences by
family background in the extent of substitution between public and private
preschool in response to the initiatives. Enrollment in private preschool of
children with less-educated mothers did not decline faster than elsewhere
31. The first and last indicators represent all prior and subsequent years, respectively.
32. Regressions are weighted by the number of observations in the October CPS micro
data used to calculate the enrollment rate, and standard errors allow for heteroskedasticity
and correlation in the error terms within states over time. We discuss weighting and calculation of standard errors in more detail below in reference to table 2.
33. This might seem somewhat surprising, given that administrative data suggest that
universal preschool enrollment rates in Oklahoma increased somewhat gradually over time,
almost doubling between the 1998–99 and 2005–06 school years (Bassok, Fitzpatrick, and
Loeb 2012). The program was phased in much more rapidly in Georgia, however, and, as
suggested by figure 3 (upper-left panel), the counterfactual is one of increasing public preschool enrollment.
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Figure 4. Event-Study Estimates of the Effect of Introducing High-Quality Universal
Preschool on Preschool Enrollment Rates of 4-Year-Olds, by Maternal Educationa
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Source: October CPS school enrollment supplements, 1977–2011.
a. States with high-quality preschool programs are Georgia (introduced in fall 1995) and Oklahoma
(introduced in fall 1998). All regressions include state fixed effects and year fixed effects in addition to
dummies for 3-year groupings of year relative to the year that high-quality preschool was introduced.
The coefficients plotted at –11 represent 10 years or more prior to introduction, while the coefficients
plotted at 13 represent 12 or more years after; the dummy at –2, representing the three years immediately
prior to introduction, is omitted to identify the model. All regressions were weighted by the number of
children used to calculate the enrollment rate, and standard errors were clustered on state.

in the country after universal preschool programs were introduced (upperright panel). As a result, the increase in overall enrollment of these children
tracks almost one-for-one with the increase in public enrollment (lower
panel). On the other hand, for children with more highly educated mothers,
private preschool enrollment declined between 10 and 20 percentage
points more than expected based on national trends (upper-right panel),
greatly diminishing the overall enrollment impact (lower panel) relative to
program take-up (upper-left panel). On net, both groups of children were
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Table 2. Difference-in-Differences Estimates of the Impact of High-Quality Universal
Preschool on Preschool Enrollment Rates of 4-Year-Olds, by Maternal Educationa
Effect sizes

Dependent variable (percent)

Baseline DD
2-1

Add demographics
2-2

Mother has high school degree or less (N = 1,785)
Public preschool enrollment rate
17.49***†
16.99***†
(1.326)
(1.342)
Private preschool enrollment rate
1.191
1.822
(2.349)
(1.974)
Effect of public on private
0.068
0.107
(0.135)
(0.116)
Overall preschool enrollment rate
18.68***
18.81***
(2.487)
(2.434)
Mother has some college or more (N = 1,784)
Public preschool enrollment rate
19.63***††
19.72***††
(3.449)
(3.535)
Private preschool enrollment rate
-8.296††
-8.044††
(5.442)
(6.105)
Effect of public on private
-0.423**
-0.408*
(0.206)
(0.239)
Overall preschool enrollment rate
11.34***
11.67***
(2.233)
(2.764)
Controls:
State fixed effects
Y
Y
Year fixed effects
Y
Y
Nonwhite (percent), female
N
Y
(percent)
State unemployment rate
N
Y
Linear trends for GA and OK
N
N

Add state
linear trends
2-3
17.13***†
(1.136)
3.035***
(0.851)
0.177***
(0.0508)
20.17***†
(1.435)
28.66***††
(2.766)
-14.90***††
(3.244)
-0.520***
(0.0681)
13.77***
(1.134)
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Source: Authors’ regressions based on state-by-year-by-age averages of microdata from the October
CPS School Enrollment Supplements, 1977–2011.
a. Each non-italicized coefficient is a separate OLS estimate of q from model (1). See the text for
details. Each italicized coefficient is the two-stage least squares estimate of the effect of the public preschool enrollment rate on the private preschool enrollment rate, where the instrument for the public
preschool enrollment rate is the post indicator. Regressions are weighted by the number of children used
to calculate the enrollment rate. Standard errors clustered on state are in parentheses. Asterisks indicate
statistical significance based on these conventional standard errors at the ***1 percent, **5 percent, or
*10 percent level. Daggers indicate statistical significance based on Conley and Taber (2011) confidence
intervals at the †† 5 percent or † 10 percent level (and apply to non-italicized DD estimates only).

more likely to be enrolled in preschool after the introduction of universal preschool, but the overall enrollment effects appear to be smaller for
higher-SES children.
Table 2 presents the DD estimates, helping us to put more concrete numbers on these patterns. Because we are working with state-by-year level
means of the October CPS micro data, we weight the regressions (as we
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weighted the regression estimates underlying figure 4) by the number of
children used to calculate the enrollment rates; unweighted estimates are
similar (see online appendix table D-1). We also present standard errors
that are clustered on state. Because these standard errors rely on largesample approximations that do not apply in our application, we also calculate confidence intervals for the DD estimates that are robust to having
only two treatment states, using the baseline method described in Conley
and Taber (2011). We denote statistical significance based on this method
with dagger superscripts in table 2 and present the confidence intervals
themselves in online appendix table E-1.34
As anticipated from the graphs, estimates of the simple DD model in
equation 1 (column 2-1) yield larger impacts of universal preschool on
the public preschool enrollment of children of more-educated mothers—
a 19.6-percentage-point increase—versus a 17.5-percentage-point increase
for the children of less-educated mothers. Controlling for state unemploy
ment rates and racial and gender composition does not change the estimates much (column 2-2), though the difference across family background
is made more stark when we add separate linear time trends for Georgia
and Oklahoma in an attempt to account for the relatively strong downward
trend in public enrollment among the children of more-educated moms in
these states prior to universal preschool availability (column 2-3).35
However, the implications regarding substitution between private and
public preschool are the same regardless of specification. Among children whose mothers have at least some college education, the reductions
in private enrollment following the introduction of public preschool—the
effect of public on private enrollment, shown in italics in the table—imply
that the likelihood of switching is 41 to 52 percent, depending on the

34. The remainder of online appendixes D and E show and discuss, respectively,
unweighted estimation and Conley and Taber (2011) confidence intervals for later tables
in the paper where these methods are applicable. These confidence intervals are probably conservative, leading us to reject the null hypothesis too infrequently (for example,
using the 95 percent confidence interval, we would reject the null less than 5 percent of
the time).
35. One concern with a specification such as this, explored most prominently by Wolfers
(2006), is that when a policy’s effects grow or shrink over time, state-specific trends will pick
up these dynamics in addition to pre-existing trends, potentially generating substantial bias
in DD coefficients. When we follow his suggestion of including the series of post-initiative
indicators from our event-study model in lieu of postst in equation (1), our substantive conclusions are unchanged.
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specification.36 That is, for every 10 children with more-educated mothers
who enroll in public preschool, 4 or 5 would otherwise have been enrolled
in private school. This figure lines up very well with the back-of-theenvelope calculations based on the national trends in table 1. Unlike these
simple calculations, however, we find no evidence of a shift from private
to public preschool among children whose mothers have a high school
degree or less. In fact, for this subpopulation, the evidence suggests that
private preschool enrollment rates rose in the post-initiative period. This
could reflect misreporting by households in Georgia, where some statefunded preschools are operated in private childcare centers. Indeed, when
we allow for separate impacts by state, we detect a significant increase in
the private preschool enrollment rates among the children of less educated
mothers only in Georgia (see online appendix table F-1).37
The bottom line is that the high-quality universal preschool programs in
Georgia and Oklahoma increased the likelihood of enrolling in preschool
at age four by a greater amount among lower-SES children (increasing by
18.7 to 20.2 percentage points) than among higher-SES children (increasing by 11.3 to 13.8 points).

III. Family Well-Being and Behavior
Although a shift in enrollment from private to public preschool programs
might diminish the potential impact of universal preschool programs on
the human capital of higher-SES children, it could make some higher-SES
families better off in the short term by reducing their childcare expenses.
By increasing a mother’s (or primary caregiver’s) wage net of childcare
costs for at least part of the work day, the childcare price subsidy implicit in
universal preschool may also increase labor force participation—and thus
a family’s income and child investment possibilities—regardless of family background. Further, while these programs might reduce the amount
36. These estimates were obtained by regressing the private preschool enrollment rate
on the public preschool enrollment rate, instrumenting for the latter with the post indicator,
and weighting by the number of children used to construct the private enrollment rate. The
two-stage least squares estimator is thus the Wald estimator—the ratio of the DD estimates
for private and public enrollment rates.
37. We also find that Georgia’s program led to significantly less reduction in private
preschool enrollment among children with more-educated mothers than Oklahoma’s program. On net, the impacts of universal preschool on the likelihood of being enrolled in any
preschool, public or private, were greater in Georgia than in Oklahoma, albeit statistically
significantly so only in specifications 2-1 and 2-2 in table 2 and using conventional methods
of inference (see online appendix table F-1).
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of time that many 4-year-olds will spend at home, they could also change
the quality of the remaining time that parents spend with their children,
depending on whether parents view these investments as substitutes for or
complements to formal education.
Each of these potential responses to the program—the allocation of
parental time, consumption patterns, and labor supply—might affect a
child’s human capital accumulation independently of preschool itself. In
this sense, any impacts of universal preschool on children’s test scores will
be reduced-form, reflecting not only participation in the preschool program
itself, but also changes in parental investments. In this section, we attempt
to understand the magnitude of these changes before turning to our estimates for children’s test scores.

III.A. Childcare Spending
The movement of children from private preschool programs into statefunded ones should put money in a family’s pocketbook. But how much
do families thereby save in childcare expenses? In other words, how large
an income transfer does universal preschool provide? To address this
question, we turn to the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CEX), which has
asked comparable questions about expenditures on childcare and daycare
services since 1994. Note that this data set aggregates all household childcare expenses, so it does not allow us to isolate spending on just the 4- or
5-year-old child. Limited pre-initiative data are available, and the number of households with 4-year-olds is much smaller than in the October
CPS. As a result, our estimates using these data are less precise and rely
on stronger identifying assumptions—and our conclusions are thus more
tentative—than those for enrollment presented above.
In light of the data limitations, we take an alternative DD approach,
examining the difference in childcare expenses between families with
4-year-olds and families with 5-year-olds and seeing how that difference,
in Georgia and Oklahoma, compares with the same difference elsewhere in
the country.38 We restrict the sample to the period after the model preschool

38. An alternative comparison group would be families with 3-year-olds. We prefer families with 5-year-olds as a comparison group, because they are less likely than families with
3-year-olds to have been affected by state preschool funding initiatives (e.g., through their
eligibility for preschool programs in the comparison states). Our estimates of the impact of
universal preschool on childcare expenses are smaller in magnitude when we use families
with 3-year-olds as a comparison group (see online appendix table G-1).
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programs are in place, analyzing monthly spending from September 1998
through June 2011.39 The equation of interest is:
(2)

ccspendas = α + θage4 a treats + δ age4 a + γ treats + ε as ,

where ccspendas represents average monthly spending (in inflation-adjusted
2012 dollars) on childcare for families in state s with at least one child age
a; age4a is an indicator variable set to one if that average corresponds to
families with a 4-year-old; and treats is an indicator variable set to one if
the state in question is Georgia or Oklahoma.40
The coefficient of interest in equation 2 is on the interaction between
these two indicators. It captures the extent to which universal preschool
programs reduce the gap in childcare spending between families with
4-year-olds and families with 5-year-olds, all of whom have access to at
least half-day kindergarten. This coefficient will capture the effect of universal preschool if there is no other reason to expect a smaller gap in the
model states. For example, the childcare spending gap would be smaller if
Georgia and Oklahoma were less likely to offer full-day kindergarten for
5-year-olds than other states. In fact, the opposite appears to be the case.41
The first column (3-1) of table 3 presents estimates of equation 2, again
splitting the data into the two maternal education groups. Consider first the
estimates for families with college-educated mothers (lower panel). The
coefficient of interest is a statistically significant $66 reduction in monthly
childcare expenses (in real 2012 dollars). This almost perfectly offsets the

39. We drop spending observations for July and August, when preschool is typically not
in session. The CEX suppresses state of residence for confidentiality purposes in some cases.
For example, starting in 2006, we can no longer identify Oklahoma in the data because it is
suppressed. Because the data are not evenly dispersed over time for all states, we also collapse the monthly data to the state-by-year level, separately by age and mother’s education
group, and include year fixed effects in the models.
40. As in our estimates based on the October CPS, we weight by the number of observations used to calculate the state-by-age group-by-year averages and present standard errors
clustered on states in parentheses. The unweighted estimates are actually much more stable
across the alternative measures of childcare expenses (see online appendix table D-2). However, calculated using the Conley and Taber approach, 90 percent confidence intervals on all
of the DD coefficients in table 3 include zero (see online appendix table E-2).
41. Using the October supplements from 1998 through 2011 collapsed to state-by-year
level averages and weighting by cell size, we find that 52.9 percent of 5-year-olds in Georgia
and Oklahoma whose mothers have at most a high school degree attend full-day kindergarten; elsewhere in the country, this figure is 46.9 percent. For the 5-year-old children of
women with at least some college education, full-day kindergarten enrollment rates are 51.8
and 48.8 percent for the treatment and comparison states, respectively.
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Table 3. Difference-in-Differences Estimates of the Impact of High-Quality Universal
Preschool on Monthly Spending on Child Care, by Maternal Educationa
Coefficient on:
Age 4 × GA or OK
Age 4
GA or OK

Age 4 × GA or OK
Age 4
GA or OK
Additional controls:
   Year fixed effects

Baseline DD
3-1

Topcode spendingb
3-2

Use median spendingc
3-3

Mother has high school degree or less (N = 920)
35.48***
34.94***
(9.428)
(9.415)
7.747
8.414
(5.716)
(5.703)
-31.34***
-30.36***
(5.595)
(5.445)

-1.723
(4.145)
0.0475
(3.582)
-9.438
(6.495)

Mother has some college or more (N = 1,008)
-65.86***
-49.69**
(21.66)
(19.45)
70.37***
63.29***
(14.25)
(12.40)
-31.47***
-32.30**
(12.87)
(10.94)

-56.17***
(14.12)
54.39***
(11.57)
4.046
(13.90)

Y

Y

Y

Source: Authors’ regressions based on state-by-year-by presence of 4-year-old averages of microdata
from the Consumer Expenditure Survey, September 1998–June 2011.
a. Each panel and column represents a separate estimate of model (2). Average monthly childcare
spending is in real 2012 dollars. Sample is limited to families with a 4- and/or 5-year-old child. Regressions are weighted by the number of families used to calculate the dependent variable. Standard errors
clustered on state are in parentheses. Asterisks indicate statistical significance at the ***1 percent or
**5 percent level.
b. In column 3-2, we topcode spending at the 99th percentile before collapsing the data to state-byyear-by-age means.
c. In column 3-3, we collapse the data to cell medians instead of cell means.

additional average childcare spending for families with 4-year-olds versus
5-year-olds (the coefficient on agea), which is estimated to be $70 per
month. Because the sample sizes are small and we are concerned about
outliers, in column 3-2 we top-code childcare spending at the 99th percentile value ($1,800 per month), and in column 3-3 we take the median
childcare spending instead of the mean. The results are attenuated somewhat when outliers are restricted, with estimates ranging from a reduction
of $50 to $56 per month. Scaled up, these coefficients imply an average
reduction of roughly $450 to $500 in childcare expenses for the 9-month
academic year.42

42. The estimate in the final column (3-3) is similar when we limit the comparison group
to other southern states (see online appendix table C-2).
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While such an effect might seem too small to care much about, recall
that this is the reduction in average childcare expenses in the population at
large, regardless of whether a family takes up universal preschool. Moreover, among those taking up the program, some families—those switching out of private preschools—may see very large reductions in childcare
spending, while other families might not be affected much at all. Although
we cannot identify the families whose children switch from private to public preschools in the CEX (and would not want to because of endogeneity
concerns), we can do a back-of-the-envelope calculation of the magnitude
of the transfer to these families based on our private enrollment estimates
from the October CPS. Returning to table 2, lower panel, we see declines in
private school enrollment of 8 to 14.9 percentage points among 4-year-olds
with mothers in the higher education category. Assuming that the effects
on childcare expenses in the CEX for this group are explained completely
by the movement of 4-year-olds out of private preschool, the top-coded
estimates from column 3-2 imply that families that switch from private
preschools to the public program save between roughly $3,000 and $5,600
per academic year on childcare expenses.43 By comparison, the maximum
Earned Income Tax Credit in the 2012 tax year for a family with two
qualifying children was $5,236. However, universal preschool provides
an income transfer only to relatively high-income families.
Indeed, returning to table 3, we see that childcare expenses have not
fallen in families where mothers have lower levels of education, which
is consistent with the lack of movement out of private preschool for this
group in response to high-quality universal preschool. In fact, the gap in
childcare expenses between families with 4-year-olds and families with
5-year-olds is higher in Georgia and Oklahoma than it is elsewhere in the
country, although this difference disappears when we estimate the differences on median spending (column 3-3).

III.B. Maternal Labor Supply
The enrollment and childcare spending estimates suggest that some
families—relatively high-SES families that arguably place a high value on
preschool education—receive sizable income transfers from universal preschool programs. However, regardless of income, these programs and public education generally provide a 100 percent price subsidy for childcare on
43. These figures are in line with estimates of childcare expenses from the Survey of
Income and Program Participation, which range from about $110 to $143 per week (in real
2011 dollars) over the CEX sample period (Laughlin 2013).
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the extensive margin of employment, increasing primary caregivers’ (historically, mothers’) take-home pay and so in theory providing them with a
strong incentive to enter paid work. Increases in maternal employment can
increase family income, expanding a family’s consumption possibilities as
well as its child investment possibilities.
How have the Georgia and Oklahoma programs affected maternal labor
supply? To address this question, we return to our match of 4-year-olds to
their mothers in the October CPS and to our original DD estimation strategy. Our outcome of interest is the percent of mothers of 4-year-olds who
were working in the week prior to the survey.44 Figure 5 presents national
trends in this variable, both overall and by maternal education (top panel),
alongside the event-study estimates by maternal education category (lowerleft panel). The first two columns of table 4 present the estimates of the
postst coefficient from a model analogous to that in equation 1, both without
state-by-year varying controls (column 4-1) and with them (column 4-2).
These initial results provide little evidence to suggest that the preschool programs in Georgia and Oklahoma have increased the likelihood
that mothers of 4-year-olds are at work. In fact, the coefficient estimates
are negative. This is unexpected, and it suggests that a simple DD model
like that in equation 1 might not be identifying the effects of the program.
Indeed, the event-study estimates in figure 5 (lower-left panel) do not provide compelling evidence of a negative impact. Rather, they suggest that we
are finding a negative impact due to unusually high maternal employment
rates in Georgia and Oklahoma well before the states introduced universal
preschool programs (for example, the coefficient for 7 to 9 years prior to
the initiative, plotted at -8, is positive and large). Thus, what appear to be
negative program impacts may actually reflect a convergence of the rest of
the country to Georgia’s and Oklahoma’s higher initial rates of maternal
employment.
One approach to this problem would be to re-estimate the simple
DD models, dropping or dummying up the earliest years of data so that
they do not contribute to identification. Another approach, which we find
more compelling, is to attempt to account for any such convergence using
the mothers of other young children—such as the mothers of 5-year-olds—
as an additional comparison group. In theory, these mothers should have
experienced the same labor market shocks as the mothers of 4-year-olds,
though their own children are not eligible for universal preschool. To the
44. We base our analysis on the employment status recode variable, which has been
consistently asked of CPS respondents over our sample frame.
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Figure 5. Trends in Employment Rates of Mothers of 4-Year-Olds and Event-Study
Estimates of the Effect of Introducing High-Quality Universal Preschool on Maternal
Employment, by Maternal Education,a 1970–2011
National trends
Percent
HS degree or less
Some college or more
All 4-year-olds

80
60
40
20
1970

1980 1990 2000
School year (fall)

Event-study estimates
(mothers of 5-year-olds as
additional comparison group)

Event-study estimates
(no additional comparison group)

10

10

−10

−10

−11 −8 −5 −2 1 4 7 10 13
Year relative to year universal preschool
(midpoint of 3-year window)
HS degree or less
Some college or more

2010

−11 −8 −5 −2 1 4 7 10 13
Year relative to year universal preschool
(midpoint of 3-year window)
90% confidence interval
90% confidence interval

Source: October CPS school enrollment supplements, 1977–2011.
a. States with high-quality preschool programs are Georgia (introduced in fall 1995) and Oklahoma
(introduced in fall 1998). Regressions underlying the coefficients in the lower-left panel include state
fixed effects and year fixed effects in addition to dummies for 3-year groupings of year relative to the year
that high-quality universal preschool was introduced. The coefficients plotted at –11 represent 10 years
or more prior to introduction, while the coefficients plotted at 13 represent 12 or more years after; the
dummy at –2, representing the three years immediately prior to introduction, is omitted to identify the
model. Regressions underlying the coefficients in the lower-right panel include all of the same controls,
entered both directly and interacted with an indicator for whether the mother has a 4-year-old. The
coefficients plotted are the coefficients on the interactions with the indicators for year relative to the
initiative. All regressions were weighted by the number of observations used to calculate the maternal
employment rate, and standard errors were clustered on state.
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Table 4. Difference-in-Differences and Triple-Difference Estimates of the Impact of
High-Quality Universal Preschool on Employment Rates of Mothers of 4-Year-Olds,
by Maternal Educationa
Coefficient on post
(Model 1)
Dependent variable

Baseline
4-1

Add controls
4-2

Coefficient on post
× age 4 (Model 3),
comparison group
is (mothers of)
5-year-olds
4-3

Mother has high school degree or less
Maternal employment:
   Mothers at work
   prior week (%)
Child’s school enrollment:
  Public school
   enrollment rate (%)
  Private school
   enrollment rate (%)
  Effect of public on private
N (state-by-year-by-age cells)

-1.874
(2.533)

-1.114
(2.700)

19.94***†
(1.408)
-1.361
(1.137)
-0.0683
(0.0544)
1,785

18.91***†
(1.386)
-0.638
(0.820)
-0.0337
(0.0424)
1,785

4.728**
(2.273)
15.00***
(3.091)
0.793
(1.942)
0.0529
(0.140)
3,570

Mother has some college or more
Maternal employment:
   % Mothers at work prior week
Child’s school enrollment:
  Public school
   enrollment rate (%)
  Private school
   enrollment rate (%)
  Effect of public on private
N (state-by-year-by-age cells)
Controls:
   State fixed effects
   Year fixed effects
   Nonwhite (%), female (%)
   State unemployment rate
   All controls × age4 indicator

-4.620***
(1.389)

-4.518***
(1.394)

-1.111
(3.182)

23.32***††
(5.746)
-15.18***††
(1.542)
-0.651***
(0.216)
1,784

23.35***††
(6.000)
-14.90***††
(0.989)
-0.638***
(0.189)
1,784

16.61*
(8.718)
-6.980***
(1.766)
-0.420***
(0.133)
3,568

Y
Y
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Source: Authors’ regressions based on state-by-year-by-age averages of microdata from the October
Current Population Survey, 1977–2011.
a. See the text for further details on model (1) and model (3). Coefficients in italics are two-stage least
squares estimates of the effect of the public school enrollment rate on the private school enrollment rate,
where the instrument for the public school enrollment rate is either post (in columns 4-1 and 4-2) or
post × age4 (in column 4-3). Regressions are weighted by the number of children used to calculate the
enrollment rate. Standard errors clustered on state are in parentheses. Asterisks indicate statistical significance at the ***1 percent, **5 percent, and *10 percent level. Daggers indicate statistical significance
based on Conley and Taber (2011) confidence intervals at the †† 5 percent or † 10 percent level (and
apply to non-italicized DD estimates in columns 4-1 and 4-2 only).
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extent that the employment trends of these two groups of mothers diverge
after the initiatives were passed in Georgia and Oklahoma, relative to the
rest of the United States, it would suggest that the program is having a positive employment impact.
We therefore combine the two empirical approaches that we have used
thus far into a “triple-difference” (DDD) model, one that uses variation in
the availability of universal preschool across states over time, and across
women with children of different ages. The model is given by this equation:
(3)

yast = θ postst × age4 a + λ postst + γ as + δ at + ε ast ,

where yast is the percent of mothers of children age a in state s who reported
working in October of year t; and postst and age4a are as defined earlier.
The vectors gas and dat represent age-by-state and age-by-year fixed effects,
which control for fixed differences across states in employment rates of
mothers with children of different ages and national shocks to employment
rates of mothers of children of the same age. The postst direct effect, l, is
the “effect” of universal preschool on women with age-ineligible children.
The interaction coefficient, q, is then the effect of interest, capturing the differential impact of universal preschool on the employment of women with
4-year-olds.45 The identifying assumption is that there are no other reasons
to see a difference in employment between women with 4-year-olds and
women with age-ineligible children in Georgia and Oklahoma after their
universal preschool programs were in place.46
The remaining column of table 4 shows estimates of q in equation 3 using
mothers of 5-year-olds as a comparison group. The estimates are quite
different than the findings from the basic DD specification. Regardless of
maternal education, the estimates are much less negative than those in the
first two columns. This suggests that the use of a comparison group helps
to account for that convergence suggested in figure 5 (lower-left panel),
and indeed, when we examine the triple-difference event-study that uses
45. Cascio (2009b) uses a similar DDD approach to estimate the effect of state funding
for kindergartens (and kindergarten enrollment) on the employment of women with 5-yearolds. Most of the kindergarten funding initiatives had passed by the time the data used here
began (1977).
46. Note that, if an inter-temporal labor supply framework applies, a mother who works
more due to the availability of universal preschool when her child is 4 years old may work
less the next year due to a wealth effect, possibly leading us to exaggerate the impact of
universal preschool on maternal labor supply in a DDD framework. Because we are looking
at the extensive margin of employment (i.e., working versus not) rather than the intensive
margin (i.e., hours worked), we think that this source of bias is unlikely.
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mothers of 5-year-olds as a comparison group (lower-right panel), the preinitiative coefficients fluctuate around zero.47
Turning to the DDD estimates themselves, we see no impact of universal preschool on the employment rate of women with at least some
college education (lower-right panel). The DDD estimate is in fact negative. Importantly, this is not because the DDD specification fails to yield
an impact of universal preschool on school enrollment: as shown lower
down in the panel, the introduction of universal preschool is associated with a 17-percentage-point increase in 4-year-olds’ public school
enrollment rates—a figure that, along with the degree of substitution
between public and private enrollment, lines up well with the simple
DD estimates in table 2.48 Nevertheless, the estimate is imprecise enough
that we cannot rule out positive employment impacts of a reasonable
magnitude.49
By contrast, the DDD estimate for less-educated mothers is positive and
statistically different from zero using conventional methods of inference;
for their children, the evidence clearly shows an impact of the programs
on school enrollment. While these findings are promising, the corresponding event-study estimates are less compelling. As shown in the lower-right
panel of figure 5, the positive coefficient appears to be driven by an impact
in the first three years of the program (the solid coefficient plotted above
1). All remaining post-initiative event-study coefficients are statistically
insignificant, and some are negative. Further, the DDD employment estimates are sensitive to changes in how we stratify the data, our choices of

47. To arrive at these event-study estimates, we replace postst in model (3) with a full set
of indicators for year relative to the initiative (in 3-year bins), and we replace postst × agea
with interactions between these indicators and agea. Figure 5, lower-right panel, plots the
estimated coefficients on these interaction terms, separately by maternal education.
48. We look at public and private school enrollment here, rather than public and private preschool enrollment, because most 5-year-olds would be expected to be in kindergarten. From the mother’s perspective, however, what matters for maternal employment
should be whether a child is in (public) school, not the child’s grade of enrollment. To the
extent that these numbers deviate in any meaningful way from those in table 2, it suggests
an impact of universal preschool programs on the grade in which a child is enrolled. For
example, some children may have attended private kindergarten in the absence of public
preschool.
49. If we assume that the implicit childcare subsidy from universal preschool is equivalent to an 8 percent net wage increase, a 50 percent baseline maternal employment rate (see
table 1), and wage elasticity of labor supply for women ranging from 0.2 to 0.4 (McClelland
and Mok 2012), then we would expect that universal preschool would increase the likelihood
of working by only 1.6 to 3.2 percentage points.
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comparison states and the comparison age group, and weighting.50 Overall,
these findings suggest that the Georgia and Oklahoma programs may have
increased maternal employment, but the evidence is not very compelling
or robust.

III.C. Maternal Time with Children
If preschool is a substitute for childcare, then the time parents spend
on childcare should decline as the time their children spend in preschool
increases. Accordingly, given little evidence that lower-SES families
switch out of private programs, we would expect relatively large reductions
in the time mothers spend with children in these families. However, universal programs might also change optimal time investments in children.
For example, preschool exposure might encourage parents to spend more
or less time engaging in educational activities with their children, such as
reading to them and doing art projects.
To investigate this question, we use data from the American Time Use
Surveys spanning January 2003 through December 2012. These surveys
provide nationally representative estimates of how, where, and with whom
respondents spend their time. Because they contain no pre-initiative data,
we take the same general approach as in the CEX, comparing differences
across mothers with 4-year-olds and mothers with 5-year-olds on daily
time spent on childcare, in the two model states versus the rest of the country, using equation 2.51 Note that as with the CEX, we cannot isolate time
spent on an individual child when there are other children in the household.
Thus, these data share many of the limitations of the CEX, so our conclusions from them are, at best, suggestive.
In table 5, column 5-1 shows the impact on the overall amount of time
a mother spends in the presence of her child.52 Regardless of education,
mothers spend an average of almost 8 hours per day with their children.
In the absence of universal preschool, mothers also spend more time with

50. See online appendix tables B-4 and B-6 (for results that stratify the data on eligibility for free or reduced-price lunch and on paternal college attendance, respectively); online
appendix table C-3 (for results that include only southern states in the comparison group);
online appendix table G-2 (for results that use mothers of 3-year-olds as a comparison group);
and online appendix table D-3 (for unweighted estimates).
51. We limit the data set to women co-residing with a 4- or 5-year-old child, and exclude
time-use observations collected on weekends, holidays, or during July or August. To increase
statistical power, we average within state-by-education cell across all years pooled together.
52. Activities for which the American Time Use Survey does not collect information on
who else was present, such as sleeping, are omitted from this measure.
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Table 5. Difference-in-Differences Estimates of the Impact of High-Quality Universal
Preschool on Mothers’ Time Use, by Maternal Educationa

Coefficient on:
Age 4 × GA or OK
Age 4
GA or OK
Constant

Age 4 × GA or OK
Age 4
GA or OK
Constant

Time spent with
child present
5-1

Time spent caring for
and/or helping child
5-2

a. Mother has high school degree or less (N = 96)
-46.18*
24.96**
(24.65)
(11.59)
32.74***
16.54**
(11.80)
(6.693)
27.95
-15.65
(41.25)
(10.95)
477.3***
101.6***
(12.12)
(5.787)
b. Mother has some college or more (N = 102)
2.702
-7.703
(44.41)
(7.352)
13.29
15.51***
(10.50)
(4.867)
-1.274
-7.849
(34.52)
(6.122)
461.8***
121.5***
(7.781)
(3.408)

Source: Authors’ regressions based on state-by-presence of 4-year-old averages of microdata from the
American Time Use Survey, January 2003–December 2012.
a. Each panel and column represents a separate estimate of model (2). Time is measured in minutes, and
the sample is limited to women in households with a 4- or 5-year-old child, and to non-holiday weekdays
from September through June. Regressions are weighted by the number of families used to calculate the
dependent variable. Standard errors clustered on state are in parentheses. Asterisks indicate statistical
significance at the ***1 percent, **5 percent, or *10 percent level.

4-year-olds than with 5-year-olds, though this difference is only statistically significant for less-educated moms (upper panel). With universal
preschool, however, this gap is eliminated: the DD coefficient indicates
that less-educated mothers in Georgia and Oklahoma on average spend
46 fewer minutes per weekday in the presence of their 4-year-olds than
their counterparts elsewhere in the country—an effect amounting to around
4 hours a day when rescaled by the impacts of universal preschool on overall school enrollment.53 There is not a significant reduction in the time that

53. This is more than would be expected if the preschool programs were only half-day.
However, in auxiliary regressions, we find that much of the impact of the Georgia and Oklahoma programs on preschool enrollment, regardless of maternal education, can be accounted
for by full-day programs.
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more-educated mothers spend in the presence of 4-year-olds, but the DD
estimate is noisy (lower panel).
In column 5-2, we turn to the impact on time spent caring for and
helping the household’s children, which includes time spent with children
reading, playing, doing art projects, and talking. The program increases
maternal time spent in these activities by 25 minutes per day, which is
consistent with experimental evidence from Head Start (Gelber and Isen
2013).54 Among women with high levels of education, time spent caring for
and helping children does not appear to be affected.

IV. Standardized Test Scores
The human capital benefits of high-quality universal preschool are likely
to accrue largely from the preschool experience relative to the alternative
use of a child’s time. Because of the findings for enrollment and crowdout, we expect to see clear benefits for lower-SES children: the marginal
public preschool enrollee would otherwise not have attended preschool,
the programs themselves meet high-quality benchmarks, and exposure to
higher-income peers in a universal preschool classroom may have additional positive impacts. We also find suggestive evidence that parental
investments in children rise in lower-income families. For higher-SES children, the potential effects are less clear: the marginal attendee has a high
probability of attending a private preschool, that private preschool may
be of equal or better quality than the state-funded one, and the attendee’s
academic achievement might be diminished by negative peer effects in the
classroom. Higher-SES children may also gain less in academic performance if there are diminishing returns to human capital investment.
To measure whether test scores improve in response to the Georgia and
Oklahoma programs, we assembled state-by-year aggregate data from the
NAEP, which is the only standardized test that is comparable across the
nation. Students are tested in mathematics and reading in grades 4 and
8 in selected years. Information is not available on maternal educational
attainment in these students’ families, so we separate the sample instead by
whether a student’s family earns less than 185 percent of the poverty line

54. This finding continues to hold when we limit the comparison group to southern states
(online appendix table C-4) and when we give each state-by-age observation equal weight
(online appendix table D-4). However, it is no longer statistically different from zero when
we use confidence intervals that take into account the fact that we have only two treatment
states (online appendix table E-4).
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and is therefore eligible for free or reduced-price lunch. As shown in online
appendix tables B-3 and B-4, the overall pattern of findings for enrollment and
maternal labor supply is substantively similar to that shown in tables 2 and 4
when we stratify the data by a child’s free or reduced-price lunch eligibility.
We focus on state-by-year mean scale scores on the NAEP math and
reading tests. Figure 6 presents trends in mean national scale scores for math
and reading, plotting fourth and eighth grade scores on the same graph against
the preschool cohort to which they pertain. For example, the earliest available
data at the national level are from spring 1996; these data correspond to children who would have been of preschool age in fall 1990 in the case of fourth
grade scores and in fall 1986 in the case of eighth grade scores.55 The preschool cohort is given on the horizontal axis, and the year of the test is given
above each data point. Unsurprisingly, eighth graders score higher on this
vertically scaled test, and lower-income students perform relatively poorly in
each grade. Test scores have improved over time, albeit with little reduction in the test score gap by family income, with the most notable improvements coming in fourth-grade scores for the cohorts that turned age four
around the time the Georgia and Oklahoma programs went into effect.
Recall that our preferred empirical approach, used to estimate impacts
on preschool enrollment and maternal employment, has been to compare
trends in Georgia and Oklahoma relative to the rest of the country, before
and after the introduction of their initiatives, and that simple DD estimates rely on the assumption that these trends are similar in the treatment
and comparison states in the pre-initiative period. Figure 7, which plots
event-study estimates, provides evidence that this assumption is violated
for NAEP scores.56 For example, fourth grade math scores are significantly
lower than would be expected given trends elsewhere in the country in the
years immediately before the initiative (upper-left panel); fourth grade reading scores show a similar pattern, though the differences across pre-initiative
years are not statistically significant (upper-right panel).57 On the other

55. This calculation is made under the assumption of normal grade progression. Data
are available by state and family income starting in spring 2000 (math) and spring 1998
(reading).
56. Here, we use two-year bins. As above, however, the first and last indicators correspond to all prior and subsequent years and we omit the identifier for the year(s) immediately
prior to the initiative to identify the model.
57. Fitzpatrick (2008) found little evidence that fourth grade NAEP scores in Georgia
were on a different trajectory from the rest of the nation in the years before introducing
universal preschool. Consistent with this, auxiliary analysis suggests that Oklahoma is the
source of pre-initiative trends in figure 7.
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Figure 6. National Trends in Mean NAEP Scale Scores, 1996–98 to 2011, by Grade,
Subject, and Eligibility for Free or Reduced-Price Luncha
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Source: Main NAEP Data Explorer (NDE).
a. Test years (spring) are given above the data points.
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Figure 7. Event-Study Estimates of the Effect of Introducing High-Quality Universal
Preschool on Fourth and Eighth Grade State Mean NAEP Scores, by Eligibility for Free
or Reduced-Price Luncha
Grade 4 mathematics
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Source: Main NAEP Data Explorer (NDE). State mean scores by free/reduced-price lunch status in
math are available for spring 2000, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009, and 2011. Mean scores by free/reduced-price
lunch status in reading are available for spring 1998, 2002, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009, and 2011. Grade 4
(8) scores pertain to cohorts of age to enter preschool the fall 6 (10) years prior, assuming normal grade
progression.
a. States with high-quality preschool programs are Georgia (introduced in fall 1995) and Oklahoma
(introduced in fall 1998). All regressions include state fixed effects and cohort fixed effects in addition
to dummies for 2-year groupings of cohorts relative to the first cohort exposed to high-quality universal
preschool. The first and last coefficients in each graph are on dummies set to one for all prior and later
cohorts, respectively; the dummy at –1.5, representing the two cohorts immediately prior to introduction,
is omitted to identify the model. Regression standard errors were clustered on state.
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hand, when we look at eighth grade test scores (lower panels), the evidence suggests that the differences in test performance between Georgia and
Oklahoma and the rest of the country were largely confined to cohorts that
were of preschool age well before these state programs were being introduced. For example, lower-income children in Georgia and Oklahoma who
were 4 years old seven or more years prior to the introduction of universal
preschool scored higher in eighth grade math and reading than their
counterparts elsewhere in the country. However, this advantage no longer
existed among later cohorts that were 4 years old prior to the initiative, and
among cohorts eligible for universal preschool the advantage to be being in
Georgia or Oklahoma returned, suggesting that the program had an impact.
Table 6 presents DD estimates for fourth grade NAEP scores, separately
for lower- and higher-income children. None of basic DD estimates is statistically significant, and the estimates for higher-income children are in
fact negative (column 6-1), which is consistent with the graphical evidence
of strong downward trends in test scores in the treated states prior to their
establishing universal preschool. However, when we attempt to account for
the early pre-initiative differences in test scores by adding a dummy for the
cohorts 3 or more years prior to the initiative (column 6-2)—and thus identify the DD coefficient off of test scores immediately before the initiatives
were passed—the estimates become more positive, and for lower-income
students they are marginally statistically different from zero for math and
reading scores alike (upper panel). An alternative approach, which controls
for state-specific trends (column 6-3), moves the coefficients in the same
direction but to a lesser extent. This model does not seem as good a characterization of the patterns shown in figure 7, however, so we return to the
specification in column 6-2 in the remaining columns of the table, adding
controls for student demographics (column 6-4) and years that a state has
had “consequential” school accountability (column 6-5).58 Neither of these
sets of controls appreciably changes the point estimates relative to those in
column 6-2.
Table 7 shows a similar pattern of findings for eighth grade NAEP scores,
although the point estimates are smaller in magnitude. Based on the fully
58. The school accountability programs put in place after the No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) Act of 2001, as well as the “consequential” state accountability programs that preceded NCLB, may be an alternative explanation for the patterns we see in the data. Oklahoma implemented consequential accountability in 1996 and Georgia in 2000 (Dee and
Jacob 2011). Comparing states that implemented consequential accountability as a result of
NCLB to those that had it prior to NCLB, Jacob and Dee (2010) and Dee and Jacob (2011)
find evidence that NCLB resulted in higher NAEP scores, particularly in fourth grade.
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Table 7. Difference-in-Differences Estimates of the Impact of High-Quality Universal Preschool on Eighth Grade NAEP Mathematics
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controlled specification, in column 7-5, the effect of high-quality universal
preschool on math scores declines from 3.1 points in fourth grade to (a marginally statistically significant) 2.2 points in eighth grade. For reading, the
decline is even more extreme—from 3.1 points to 0.8 points between fourth
and eighth grade. This pattern of findings is consistent with the pervasive
finding of test score “fadeout” in the broader preschool evaluation literature, discussed in section I.C. When viewed in this context, the persistence
of test score impacts through eighth grade is somewhat surprising.
The point estimates from table 7 indicate that lower-income children
who were eligible for universal preschool in Georgia and Oklahoma scored
on average about 2.2 points higher on the NAEP math test in eighth grade
than would have been expected based on national trends, after accounting
for several other state-by-year varying factors. Depending on the estimate,
this amounts to a gain of 0.058 to 0.067 student-level standard deviation.
Rescaled by the programs’ impacts on the preschool enrollment rates of
lower-SES children and assuming no positive spillover effects onto classmates, these findings suggest that preschool attendance increases eighthgrade math scores by almost a third of a standard deviation. For fourth
grade math and reading alike, the estimates are even larger.59 Given our
findings for maternal time use and labor supply, we think it unlikely that the
impacts are working through preschool attendance alone.
That said, as with our findings for maternal employment, our findings
for NAEP scores are not as robust to alternative specifications as those for
enrollment. For example, the DD estimates are substantially smaller when
we limit the comparison group to states in the South (see online appendix
tables C-5 and C-6).60 They are also not statistically significant at conventional levels when we account for the fact that we have only two treatment
states (online appendix tables E-5 and E-6). Based on the Conley and Taber
(2011) methodology, the most precise test score results are for fourth grade
math; these are statistically different from zero at the 20 percent level.

59. The fourth grade estimates are thus larger than those found by Fitzpatrick (2008)
in her study of Georgia. One possible explanation is that we have three more years of postinitiative data at our disposal (from 2007, 2009, and 2011), and the reduced-form program
impacts appear to grow slightly over time (figure 7, upper panels). However, the studies are
not necessarily comparable since we include Oklahoma as a treatment state. Unfortunately,
we lack sufficient pre-initiative observations in the state-aggregated NAEP (that is, we lack
1996 data by free-lunch status) to present informative estimates separately by state.
60. When rescaled by the slightly smaller enrollment impacts when the comparison
group is limited to the South (see online appendix table C-1), the implied effect of public
preschool enrollment at age 4 on later test scores is closer in magnitude.
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V. Cost-Benefit Analysis
Economists typically attempt to quantify potential benefits of social programs in order to compare them to costs and judge whether they make a
worthwhile investment. There is necessarily a lot of uncertainty in projecting the benefits of universal, high-quality preschool into the future; the
projected benefits depend on a variety of assumptions about the state of
the labor market in the future and about the discount rate. Our estimates
of benefits, like our estimates of test score impacts, are also less precise
than would be ideal for an exercise such as this. Below we attempt to
quantify the projected long-term impacts of preschool, recognizing these
limitations.

V.A. Measuring Benefits
To predict the long-term earnings impact of high-quality universal preschool, we predict how improved math test scores will increase future earnings over the life span. The first step in this prediction is to estimate the
impact on the math scores of all children, which we find to be 2.4 points in
fourth grade and (a statistically insignificant) 0.9 points in eighth grade.
The next step is to convert these “intention-to-treat” estimates, which combine outcomes for children whether or not they attended preschool, into
“treatment-on-treated” impacts, which rescale by the program’s impacts
on public preschool enrollment—a 23.27-percentage-point increase in the
pooled sample.61 Using this scaling factor, we arrive at treatment-on-treated
estimates equal to 0.29 and 0.11 standard deviations in grades 4 and 8,
respectively.
Next, we convert this test score improvement into predicted wage gains
using the relationship between earnings and test scores. The best available
estimate of this relationship is from Raj Chetty, John Friedman, and Jonah
Rockoff (2013), who find that a 1 standard deviation improvement in test
scores (measured in grades 4 through 8) correlates to a 12 percent increase
in earnings when a worker is in his or her mid- to late-20s. Assuming that
this relationship continues to hold across the rest of the worker’s career, this
estimate implies annual earnings impacts of 3.5 percent (when benefits are
based on the fourth grade math results) and 1.3 percent (when benefits
are based on the eighth grade math results). To convert this wage boost
into dollar terms across a worker’s career, we apply it to the age-earnings
61. One drawback to this approach is that it assumes there are no positive spillover
impacts of preschool attendance onto a child’s classmates who did not attend preschool.
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profile of workers with positive earnings using the 2011 March CPS. Following the Congressional Budget Office’s long-term forecast, we assume
real labor productivity growth equal to 1.9 percent per year. We also assume
an 80 percent labor force participation rate and that workers are employed
from age 18 to age 65.

V.B. Measuring Costs
Estimating the costs of preschool is arguably more straightforward. The
most recent available data report annual costs per enrollee of $3,652 in
Georgia and $7,427 in Oklahoma. Since the impacts are estimated based on
the pooled impact across these two states, we take the enrollment-weighted
average of per-pupil costs as a total cost measure. This weighted average is
$4,698 and represents the total government outlays for the program. Importantly, though, this overstates the true economic costs, because some of
this spending offsets the out-of-pocket costs that would have been borne
by families who would have sent their children to preschool in the absence
of the public program. In other words, some of this spending is not new
spending, but can be thought of as an income transfer to parents who would
otherwise pay for preschool out of pocket. Our most conservative estimate
of the share of preschoolers who substitute from private to public preschool
is 16 percent. Once this income transfer is subtracted, the estimated spending per student is $3,946.

V.C. Comparing Present Discounted Values
Table 8 gives present discounted values of lifetime earnings using a
range of discount rates and compares these to costs. The upper panel pro
jects benefits from the point estimate for fourth grade test scores, and the
lower panel projects them from the (statistically insignificant) eighth grade
point estimate. In column 8-1 we discount using the return on the 30-year
Treasury bill, which is the government’s long-term borrowing rate. The
30-year interest rate has averaged 3.4 percent from January through October 2013. At this rate, the present discounted benefits, as projected from
the fourth grade test score impacts, equal $33,740. These benefits outweigh
government outlays by a factor of seven. When benefits are compared
to economic costs less the transfer from the government to families that
switch enrollment from private to public preschools, the benefit-cost ratio
increases to approximately 8.5. Substituting a higher discount rate reduces
the benefits, but even with a 6 percent discount rate, the benefits outweigh
the economic costs by 3.4 to 1. As shown in the lower panel, the estimated
benefits are more modest based on the eighth grade test score impacts, but
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Table 8. Cost-Benefit Analysis of Universal Preschool Program, Based on Test Score
Impacts in Fourth and Eighth Grades
Annual discount rate
Dependent variable

3.4 percent
8-1

4 percent
8-2

5 percent
8-3

6 percent
8-4

Present discounted value
Ratio of PDV to total outlays
Ratio of PDV to net outlays

Benefits estimated from 4th grade test score impacts
$33,740
$26,997
$18,876
$13,419
7.18
5.75
4.02
2.86
8.55
6.84
4.78
3.40

Present discounted value
Ratio of PDV to total outlays
Ratio of PDV to net outlays

Benefits estimated from 8th grade test score impacts
$12,798
$10,240
$7,160
$5,090
2.72
2.18
1.52
1.08
3.24
2.60
1.81
1.29

Notes: Wage impacts are estimated based on the 2011 age-earnings profile in the Current Population
Survey, assuming a 1.9 percent per year real productivity growth rate and an 80 percent labor force
participation rate. A 1-standard-deviation increase in math test scores is assumed to increase earnings
by 12 percent. Estimated math score impacts are 0.29 and 0.11 standard deviations in grades 4 and 8,
respectively. Present discounted values are compared to current-year total outlays of $4,698 and net
outlays of $3,946.

when they are discounted by the 30-year Treasury rate they still outweigh
net outlays by a factor of 3.2 to 1.
Due to lack of precision and effect fadeout, there is considerable uncertainty surrounding the magnitude of the test score impacts. Another way to
think about the cost-effectiveness of the program is to solve for the level
of the test score impact that equates the long-term benefits to the costs.
Assuming a 3.4 percent annual discount rate, a treatment-on-treated test
score impact of 0.04 standard deviations equates the benefits to the total
outlays for the program. An impact of 0.03 standard deviations is enough
in present discounted terms to offset the net economic costs of the program.
These translate to between 1.0 and 1.4 scale score points on the NAEP.

V.D. Additional Considerations
The likely benefits of the program are understated in our analysis, for
at least two reasons. First, our benefits calculations are based entirely on
projected earnings increases. Other work on early childhood education
has found that there are strong long-term impacts on other outcomes, such
as criminal behavior and use of the social safety net. In their extraordinarily thorough cost-benefit analysis of the Perry Preschool Program,
Heckman and others (2010) find that when benefits that accrue to society
more broadly are included, the internal rate of return increases by at least
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20 percent over the return to individuals. We do not estimate potential benefits along these other dimensions in our cost-benefit calculation. Second,
we predict future earnings increases from fourth and eighth grade test score
improvements. Other research on early childhood education has found that
realized earnings impacts are larger than those implied by subsequent test
score gains alone (Chetty and others 2011). This could be due to improvements in non-cognitive skills, which are rewarded in the labor market but
are not well measured by cognitive achievement tests.

VI. Conclusions
President Obama’s $75 billion Preschool for All initiative calls for dramatic
increases in the number of 4-year-olds in public preschool programs and in
the quality of these programs across the nation. His proposal shares—and
other proposals likely to follow will share—many characteristics with the
state-funded preschool programs in Georgia and Oklahoma, which both
meet high-quality benchmarks and are accessible to all children. We estimate the impacts of these model programs on a variety of child and family
outcomes using difference-in-differences frameworks. Our findings suggest sharply different impacts for children across the income distribution,
which is not surprising when one recognizes that the impact of attending
a high-quality public preschool depends crucially on what the child would
have been doing in the absence of the program.
For lower-SES children, we find evidence of increases in math scores
that may be sustained through eighth grade. The increases may be working through multiple channels. First, children are likely to switch from not
attending preschool to attending a high-quality public preschool when a
universal program is introduced. Moreover, we find suggestive evidence
that although they spend less time overall in the presence of their mothers,
these children spend more time actively engaging in activities such as
playing and reading with them. We also find suggestive evidence that their
mothers are more likely to become employed.
For higher-SES children, we find no positive impacts on student achievement. These children are much less likely to be moved on the extensive
margin of preschool enrollment, and instead in response to the program
are more likely to switch from private to public preschool. We also find
suggestive evidence that some families are able to substantially reduce
their spending on private preschool and childcare in response to the program, freeing these resources up for other purposes.
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This pattern of results raises the question of whether the proposal design
could be altered to obtain the same positive impacts without inducing as
much crowd-out. Could a targeted program meet these goals more efficiently? The findings of rapid and complete fadeout in test score effects
in recent randomized controlled trials of Head Start (Puma and others
2012) and Tennessee’s targeted voluntary preschool program (Lipsey
and others 2013b) suggest that targeted programs today might not induce
such gains. One possible explanation is that the test score impacts of
universal programs rely on peer effects in preschool classrooms. Indeed,
universal programs might be “high quality” not because they meet specific quality benchmarks, but rather because of improvements in the
classroom environment from the presence of higher-SES children. We
cannot rule out this possibility, and we think it is an important question for
future research.
That said, while the Georgia and Oklahoma programs share a number
of features with the preschool programs proposed under the Obama plan,
there are several reasons to be cautious in generalizing our findings. First,
and most importantly, the Obama plan gives states discretion over whether
and how much to charge middle-class families for access to the public programs. The more a state charges middle-class families, the less substitution
away from private programs there is likely to be. Second, although universal preschool has been the focus of our analysis, it is not all that there is
to the Preschool for All initiative. For example, the initiative also calls for
increases in Head Start enrollment among 3-year-olds, which might affect
the success of universal preschool in ways that we have not been able to
measure. On the other hand, our suggestion that the programs in Georgia
and Oklahoma have had some lasting impacts on the human capital of
lower-SES children might have nothing to do with the quality benchmarks emphasized in the Obama plan. We have estimated the reduced-form
impacts of these programs, and the mechanisms at work are not completely
clear. The available data have also limited our analysis in important ways
that might be rectified in future research.
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Comments and Discussion
COMMENT BY

CAROLINE M. HOXBY   Two decades ago, the efficacy of primary and
secondary public school spending was a sacred cow. Economists who noted
the weakness of the evidence were regarded as out of line, found it hard to
publish their findings, and were even viewed as being unkind to children
(and probably to dogs and cats as well). But the piling up of evidence,
including publications like Brookings’ Does Money Matter? (Burtless
1996), gradually changed the situation. Now, policymakers consider an
array of options to improve achievement—school choice, accountability,
curricular standards, student and teacher incentives—and do not automatically assume that simply raising spending will work. However, the
fact that public school spending was a sacred cow took its toll: millions of
American students attended ineffective schools during the years in which
many economists, in an effort to stick with the party line, turned a blind eye
to the weakness of the evidence.
Early childhood education appears to have inherited the sacred cow status that school spending lost. Today, economists apparently find it difficult
to examine the evidence dispassionately—perhaps concerned about seeming to be harsh not just to children but to small children (and probably puppies and kittens as well).1 Nevertheless, a dispassionate examination needs
to occur before a $150 billion program like President Obama’s proposed
“Preschool for All” is funded.2
Elizabeth Cascio and Diane Schanzenbach’s paper purports to do just
that. The paper has some strengths, such as an empirical strategy that
is very reasonable given the lack of true experiments and the paucity
1. For the record, I am extremely fond of puppies, kittens, and small children.
2. The proposed federal spending is $75 billion, which is to be at least matched by
another $75 billion from the states.
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of achievement data that are comparable across states. The authors also
analyze nearly all of the outcomes that might be affected by universal
pre-kindergarten: enrollment in preschool, parents’ spending on childcare
and preschool, mothers’ hours of work, mothers’ time with their children,
and children’s achievement.
Unfortunately, the paper falls short on some key dimensions. It does not
explain the logic of early childhood education or why that logic conflicts
with evidence that the effects of preschool fade out over time. The authors’
review of the existing evidence greatly favors studies that tell the preferred
story over studies that are more credible on the basis of methods and data.
The authors interpret their own results in an unusual manner—describing
the fragility and statistical insignificance of some of their key results in some
parts of the text but elsewhere treating the same results as though they
were robust findings. (Most of the results with correctly computed standard
errors are not even described in the text but are mentioned only in footnotes
and relegated to an appendix.) Such “bending over backward” should not
be required if the evidence is truly strong enough to support a costly policy
that the authors themselves describe as “sweeping” and “dramatic.”
why the appealing logic of early childhood education conflicts

The logic of early childhood education is
very appealing. Most people intuitively believe individuals are especially
malleable in early childhood and can therefore be taught fundamental,
transformative skills—not just academic skills like vocabulary, numbers,
and letters but also social and emotional skills like self-control and interacting constructively with others. These fundamental skills may enable a
child to get more out of every additional investment in his or her schooling
and well-being. For instance, a child who has a larger vocabulary and can
concentrate on tasks is likely to learn more from any book that a kindergarten teacher reads to him. The logic is that, by giving a young child
fundamental skills, we set him on a life trajectory that has a permanently
higher slope because he makes more productive use of every new opportunity. If two identical children are randomly assigned to receive and not
to receive an effective early childhood education, the treated child should
not only initially do better, his outcomes should increasingly diverge from
those of the control child.
Because the logic of early childhood education is intuitively appealing,
flaws in the evidence for its efficacy are often treated gently by economists.
This is not unreasonable: people are simply putting weight on their strong
priors. However, it is unreasonable for early childhood research both to
enjoy gentle critical treatment (based on the intuitive appeal) and to have

with the evidence of fade-out
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audiences accept that fade-out is to be expected. If the skills learned in
early childhood education are truly fundamental and transformative, their
effects ought not to fade quickly.
Researchers, including the authors, often claim that the effects of early
childhood interventions fade out quickly but then reappear in adulthood.
This minor miracle would be a puzzle if the claim were based on rigorous
studies of interventions shown to have short-run effects that fade out and
then reappear. But, in fact, the studies that show short-run effects and quick
fade-out are large in number and at least some are methodologically strong.
In contrast, the studies that claim to show long-run effects are extremely
few in number and all are flawed, as described in the next section. Thus,
the likeliest explanation for effects that “reappear” is just that the long-run
studies contain biases that are less common among the short- to mediumrun studies.
the Methodologically Strong Evidence provides Little Support for

The authors describe three types of evidence
on early childhood education: evidence from the Perry Preschool and Abecedarian experiments, evidence from Head Start, and evidence from prior
studies of Oklahoma’s and Georgia’s universal pre-kindergarten programs.
Their descriptions of the first two types of evidence is highly problematic.
Perry and Abecedarian were randomized controlled trials of intensive
early childhood interventions that included not only preschool but many
services, family training, and nutritional support. Unfortunately, most studies of these interventions notoriously suffer from multiple inference bias.
Each experiment included only a tiny number of children (about half of
Perry’s roughly 120 children and Abecedarian’s roughly 100 children were
treated), yet the researchers collected data on several hundred outcomes.
At a five percent level of statistical significance, about five percent of these
outcomes will apparently be affected even if the interventions truly had no
effects. Such circumstances allow researchers to cherry-pick the outcomes
they show: multiple inference bias.
Michael Anderson (2008) takes the original Perry and Abecedarian data
and reanalyzes them, using two methods to reduce the bias from multiple
inference: family-wise error rate-adjusted p values, and false discovery
rate-adjusted p values. He finds that Perry and Abecedarian had no longterm effects whatsoever on boys and few short-term effects. (The only preteen outcome that is statistically significantly affected for boys is Perry’s
effect on IQ at age 5. However, even this effect is gone by age 6.) For
girls, certain short- and medium-term outcomes are affected. (For instance,
Abecedarian raised IQ at age 12 but not at age 5 or 6; Perry raised IQ at
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age 5 but not at age 6 or 12.) However, among the numerous long-term
academic and economic outcomes, only one is affected: Abecedarian raised
the probability that females would be in postsecondary school at age 21.
(Perry had no effects on females’ postsecondary or economic outcomes
at the 5 percent level of statistical significance.) Some female adult social
outcomes (lifetime arrests, for instance) were affected.
When evaluated with appropriate statistical techniques, Perry and
Abecedarian hardly provide overwhelming evidence that such early childhood programs are transformative. The authors’ description of these studies
is therefore misleading. (They only mention the multiple inference problem
in a footnote. In their text, they describe only results that do not account for
it.) While we cannot expect all policymakers to understand statistics and
rely on the evidence that is best on the basis of methodology, we can expect
this of sophisticated economists.
Head Start has been evaluated well using a large-scale, carefully conducted randomized controlled trial known as the Head Start Impact Study
(HHS-ACF 2010, HHS-ACF 2012). The trial included 84 Head Start
agencies, selected to be nationally representative. Five thousand nationally representative children were randomly assigned to Head Start or to
being controls. Both the treated and the control children were followed
through the end of third grade using a predetermined set of outcomes to
prevent multiple inference problems from occurring. The outcomes covered many domains: language, literacy, math, promotion, behavior problems, social skills, positive approaches to learning, peer interaction, health,
and so on. Although a good percentage of the outcomes were positively
affected at the end of the child’s Head Start year (or years), almost none
of the outcomes was still positively affected by first grade. The fade-out of
effects was both rapid and nearly complete.
The authors mention the Head Start Impact Study briefly, but focus on
non-experimental studies that employ sibling comparisons. While sibling
studies are certainly useful if one has no other evidence, they are inherently likely to produce biased estimates of the program’s effects. Parents
do not flip a coin to decide which of their children will attend Head Start.
Something in the family has changed to cause one child to be put into Head
Start while his or her sibling has not been so placed. For example, Head
Start attendance could start when the family is better connected to social
insurance, or when the family is more stable so that a parent can complete
the application process, or when the mother is more mature (since very
young mothers often do not attempt to take up the program for their first
child). In addition, the non-experimental Head Start studies rely on older,
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less nationally representative data. The bottom line is that, when evidence
is available from a study that uses methods and data so strong that we have
no reason to doubt its results, it does not make sense to ignore its implications or suggest that Head Start studies are part of a “large body of prior
research [which] suggests that there is a high rate of return to early childhood education among children from low-income families.”
interpreting the Findings Original to this Paper Only two states,
Georgia and Oklahoma, introduced universal pre-kindergarten programs
that the authors were able to evaluate. The other 48 states are the pool of
potential controls for their difference-in-differences analysis. In a situation
like this, where the number of treated states is small (2) and the number of
potential controls is large (48), normal asymptotic techniques generate standard errors that are too small. Intuitively, this is because very little of the
variation in the data is generated by the treated states: most of it is generated
by controls that are not well matched enough to the treated states even to
provide much information on what the treated states would have done in the
absence of the policy change. (The normal asymptotic techniques assume
that the numbers of both the treated and control states become large.)
There are a few different methods of dealing with this econometric
problem, and the authors use the method of Timothy Conley and Christopher Taber (2011), which is appropriate. However, by preference they
discuss the results whose standard errors they know to be too small. This
is presumably because only the enrollment results consistently remain
statistically significantly different from zero with Conley and Taber confidence intervals. Disturbingly, none of the achievement effects is statistically significant with appropriate standard errors. (This point is noted
in a footnote and in the appendix, but it is not discussed in the text.) This
matters, because higher achievement is the main benefit discussed in the
cost-benefit analysis.
In their empirical section, the authors discuss the fragility of the achievement results, which are sensitive to specification choice, a separate issue from
the too-small standard errors. They also explore alternative specifications
carefully in the appendix. However, they make fairly strong interpretations
from merely suggestive point estimates, especially in their cost-benefit
section.
In conclusion, with almost no exceptions, the research indicates that
we do not have the experiments and data to identify the effects of early
childhood interventions. Yet while the evidence in support of universal prekindergarten is weak, this does not mean that it could not have beneficial
effects for society. In other words, we do not know that the programs work
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but we also do not know that they cannot work. (The Head Start Impact
Study is an exception, because it did produce fairly precise zero results at
the end of third grade. We await its long-term results.)
Under these circumstances, spending $150 million on a randomized controlled trial of a modern Perry-type or other preschool program
might be a wise precursor to committing $150 billion or more to Preschool
for All.
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COMMENT BY

ALAN B. KRUEGER   This paper by Elizabeth Cascio and Diane Schanzenbach is both timely and thorough. In his 2013 State of the Union
Address, President Obama unveiled a $75 billion initiative to make preschool education universal, stating:
Study after study shows that the sooner a child begins learning, the better he or
she does down the road. But today, fewer than 3 in 10 four-year-olds are enrolled
in a high-quality preschool program. Most middle-class parents can’t afford a
few hundred bucks a week for a private preschool. And for poor kids who need
help the most, this lack of access to preschool education can shadow them for the
rest of their lives. So tonight, I propose working with states to make high-quality
preschool available to every single child in America. That’s something we should
be able to do.
Every dollar we invest in high-quality early childhood education can save more
than seven dollars later on—by boosting graduation rates, reducing teen pregnancy, even reducing violent crime. In states that make it a priority to educate
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our youngest children, like Georgia or Oklahoma, studies show students grow up
more likely to read and do math at grade level, graduate [from] high school, hold
a job, form more stable families of their own.

Cascio and Schanzenbach methodically present evidence on various
outcome measures that could be associated with preschool education by
comparing trends in enrollment, maternal employment, time use, and test
scores for Georgia and Oklahoma—which partially formed the basis for
President Obama’s Preschool for All proposal—with the trends in all other
states both before and after Georgia and Oklahoma introduced their universal preschool programs. In some specifications, the authors also add
another contrast: 4-year-olds versus 5-year-olds (or their mothers). I particularly like the authors’ hands-above-the table event-study approach to
displaying their key findings.
Combined with the extensive literature on preschool education and early
education, the results in this paper generally support the President’s proposal to make preschool education universal for low- and moderate-income
families. The paper also comes with an important admonition: think carefully about using public resources for higher-income students, because to a
considerable extent public preschool has substituted for private preschool
for parents with means.
I basically agree with the main thrust of the paper. Nonetheless, I have
four econometric quibbles that I’d like to register, and then some political
economy observations.
Econometric Issues My first econometric concern involves the statistical power of some of the estimates. It is not clear to me that the data are up
to the task of estimating some of the effects of interest with sufficient precision to detect effect sizes relevant to policy. I think it would have been
useful for Cascio and Schanzenbach to consider whether their identification strategies provided much prospect of uncovering statistical evidence
of effects of plausible magnitudes.
Consider, for example, their estimates of mothers’ labor force participation effects. Credible estimates of the labor supply substitution elasticity
for married women run from around 0.20 to 0.40, according to a recent
CBO survey of the literature (McClelland and Mok 2012). That range is
even smaller for single women. Since variations in after-tax earnings due
to the EITC were used to generate some of the estimates in the literature for
married women, and these were also typically in the 0.20 to 0.40 range, this
seems like a plausible range of responses to expect from mothers affected
by government-funded provision of preschool for their children. To gauge
the power of Cascio and Schanzenbach’s estimates, I use this range of
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e lasticities to predict how large a labor force participation effect to expect.
Consider the following back-of-the-envelope calculation. For the sake of
round numbers (and being close to reality), assume that the availability of
free preschool reduces the opportunity cost of work by around $5,000 a
year, and that a low-educated working mother would earn around $25,000
a year. In this calculation, preschool provision would have the effect of
raising the rewards of working relative to nonworking by 20 percent.
Lastly, assume Cascio and Schanzenbach’s estimate that preschool
enrollment increased by about 20 percent for children of mothers with a
high school degree or less in Georgia and Oklahoma. Chain multiplication would imply that the observed increase in labor force participation
for those with a high school degree or less should be from 0.8 percent
to 1.6 percent (or 0.2 × 0.2 × 0.2 = 0.008 to 0.4 × 0.2 × 0.2 = 0.016).
By contrast, the estimates in their table 4 all have standard errors that are
larger than 2 percentage points. This suggests that any effect that is statistically significant is an outlier.
This is not to say that providing access to preschool education has no
effect or even a small effect on female labor supply. Given the imprecision
of the estimates, my inclination would be to put little weight on the labor
supply estimates in the paper.
Some of the other estimates, such as the test score effects and enrollment effects, can only be estimated with sufficient precision because they
are very large.
The second econometric concern I have is that the identification strategy
likely understates the impact of the Georgia and Oklahoma programs on
preschool enrollment and other outcomes. The reason for this concern is
that other states, which serve as the counterfactual, increased access to preschool school programs throughout the sample period. If the counterfactual
policy were doing nothing, as opposed to mirroring other states, then the
effects likely would have been even larger.
My third concern is that in most of the key results, the sample is split by
mother’s education. This is a little strange, since income is a more relevant
determinant of access to subsidized preschool and also of the affordability
of preschool absent government subsidies. I was therefore pleased to see
that results stratified by free-lunch status were provided in the appendix to
their paper.
My final econometric comment is that not all Ashenfelter dips are created equal. The NAEP math scores for fourth graders apparently do show
a dip prior to the start of the preschool program. However, it is not clear
whether there would have been mean regression absent the program, or
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how much. It would have been possible to model the autoregressive process of NAEP scores in other states to have some sense of the time-series
properties.
Political Economy My friend Daniel Kahneman likes to tell me that
economists have a habit of presenting picayune referee reports when they
discuss each other’s papers. Lest I be accused of presenting a referee
report, let me return to a more worldly issue.
Much of the paper focuses on the issue of substitution, defined as a
switch from privately funded preschool attendance to publicly funded preschool attendance, and presumably a transfer of income to parents who
would have paid for preschool absent the program.1
The finding that a significant fraction of funds used for highly educated
parents’ children to attend public preschool may be inframarginal, representing a transfer to families whose children may have attended preschool
anyway, is noteworthy. Nevertheless, it is not a devastating critique of
President Obama’s proposal, for several reasons. Even with substitution,
the social benefits could outweigh the costs. Moreover, the president’s proposal would require states to provide access to preschool without charge
for families earning less than 200 percent of the poverty line. It is silent
on whether high-income families would pay full cost or receive a subsidy.
That would be up to the states.
A deeper issue concerns the political sustainability and quality of universal programs versus income-targeted programs. This is particularly relevant when it comes to policies for children, which do not have natural
“pay-fors,” an issue to which I’ll return shortly. A very common saying is
that “programs for the poor are poor programs.” This underlines the point
that we cannot ignore the political economy of public policies.
President Obama’s proposal was well designed for an era of tight budgets. States would be required to match the federal government’s contributions on a sliding scale, based on how much each state increases access.
Providing greater access to preschool is remarkably popular. This
is partly because of the available research, which has found beneficial
1. Substitution is indirectly inferred from the decline in private preschool enrollment
relative to the rise in total preschool enrollment. But the authors point out that “Georgia’s
state preschool program often runs through private childcare centers.” As a result, I am not
sure how to interpret the fact that public preschool enrollment increased in Georgia and
Oklahoma, since they are combined throughout. I presume that most parents who sent their
children to state-subsidized private schools in Georgia would have reported their child as
enrolled in a private school, and that this would have been an appropriate response. Did the
observed substitution from private to public schools primarily take place in Oklahoma? Does
that mean that there was a lot more substitution than the analysis suggests?
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effects, partly because there is no natural interest group aligned against it,
and partly because small children are a sympathetic group. Indeed, literally
as I was writing this comment I received yet another email from a business
group supporting federal expansion of preschool education, in which the
group noted that “70% of American voters support a federal plan to help
states and local communities provide better early childhood education.”
At this stage, I think the most interesting research question is, Why is
it taking so long to expand access to preschool education? Obviously, the
issue is how we pay for it—the “pay-for” in budget jargon. Persuading
politicians, the public, and business leaders that a program has net benefits
for society and large positive externalities is not sufficient for action. A viable funding source is necessary. Often, the funding source is connected to
the program; for example, a gasoline tax funds the federal Highway Trust
Fund. This is a political-economy constraint that public finance economists
often ignore; I call it the systems approach to public finance, as programs
are paid for within the same system. There is no obvious pay-for in the case
of preschool, however. The Obama administration proposed an increase in
the tobacco tax to pay for Preschool for All, and also would require state
matching funds in a way that leveraged federal funding. While a higher
tobacco tax has many economic benefits, so far there has been little constituency for the tax and an organized opposition against it. I suspect that
in the long run, the groups that support preschool education would be more
effective if they devoted more effort to building a constituency for a funding source. Until then, they will have good intentions and little prospect of
success.
Let me conclude by noting that the United States ranks 25th out of 29
OECD countries in spending on early learning relative to GDP. This paper
and other findings in the literature suggest that state-subsidized preschool
programs can deliver a large bang for the buck. It seems to me that for the
United States to substantially increase its investment in early childhood education, researchers and policymakers should focus on two areas: finding a sustainable funding mechanism for preschool education and achieving a better
understanding of the political economy that leads other advanced economies
to invest much more in preschool education than the United States.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION   Steven Davis agreed with Caroline Hoxby’s
suggestion in her comment that the authors’ analysis would benefit by laying out the argument as to why preschool matters in the first place. In addition to the two hypotheses Hoxby mentioned, namely that learning begets
learning and that there may be benefits to substituting teachers for parents,
he suggested a third hypothesis: Having a child in preschool improves
the quality of the parent’s interactions with the child both at the time and
later in life. This could be true because parents learn from the preschool
experience or from the preschool caregivers, or simply because preschool
leaves parents with more energy to devote to their children. If correct, this
third hypothesis has important implications for the design of preschool
programs, because it shifts the emphasis to the interactions of teachers
with parents about how to more effectively engage the child at home.
Melissa Kearney argued that although pre-K education is widely assumed
to be effective, the evidence for its relative cost-effectiveness is less clear.
She proposed a simple approach of comparing the cost-effectiveness of
the proposed preschool program with the cost-effectiveness of other types
of intervention, especially if Davis is right and the key is to improve the
quality of interaction between parent and child. There are much cheaper
ways to accomplish such a goal than universal preschool. For example,
one could ask what would happen if the public money allocated to universal pre-K were applied instead to reducing kindergarten class sizes, or
to expanding nurse-visitation programs for expectant and new mothers.
Robert Gordon inquired as to why the general conversation about preschool policy as well as the proposal is limited to children above age four,
since studies have found that by age five internal, intra-family transmission of vocabulary knowledge, reading, and culture has already created
severe inequality among children and there may be little that schools can
do to narrow that gap. Why aren’t policymakers talking about intervention
from birth, even going back to prenatal care? The benefit-to-cost ratio for
society would be much greater by targeting some bottom X percent of the
population, measured in terms of socioeconomic condition, and starting
much earlier than age four, as compared with the blanket approach of getting every child to attend at age four. Moreover, the president’s proposal,
as others here have commented, involves a subsidy to upper-income families that would have purchased preschool on their own anyway.
Gordon also pointed out that while both the paper and Hoxby’s comment on it highlighted the impact of preschool programs on academic
outcomes, such as eight-grade math scores, the presumption that matters
more in justifying these programs is their effect on non-cognitive skills
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and social benefits, such as propensity to stay in school and to avoid criminal behavior later in life. Those impacts go well beyond the cost-benefit
analysis in the paper and deserve more discussion.
Benjamin Friedman turned Gordon’s question on its head and asked
the opposite: Why not focus on students older than age four? Particularly
since the paper shows that the program would be using public money to
pay for infra-marginal children whose parents would have provided for
preschool anyway, the benefit gained for children might be equally relevant to 6- or 7-year-olds or, hypothetically, even to 12-year-olds. If the
question of cost-benefit in such a program is natural for economists to
investigate concerning 4-year-olds, it seems unreasonable to ignore the
same question at higher ages.
Caroline Hoxby returned to Gordon’s suggestion about intervening earlier in children’s learning. The evidence that a child’s learning prospects
are determined by age five is actually very weak, she noted. Although
significant differences do appear among kindergartners, the bigger divergence in achievement takes place later, especially in middle school. Successful charter school and public school programs have been shown to lift
children out of low trajectories and onto relatively high ones.
Hoxby also noted that the famous Perry preschool program was much
more than a pre-K program. It started its intervention with children while
they were still babies, included maternal training and health and nutrition
checkups, and put children through preschool 40 hours a week. Many of
the questions asked in this discussion could be answered if a new Perrystyle program were created today and rigorously assessed with a largescale randomized controlled trial.
Adele Morris, noting that part of the proposed preschool program’s
intent is to pursue progressive net benefits to disproportionately help
lower-income families, inquired whether the overall transfer of funding
would have that net result or not. If the program were funded by a progressive income tax system, then it could turn out to be essentially a transfer
from high-SES families in general to high SES-families with children. But
the proposed funding measure is a tobacco tax, which would be a regressive excise tax, and this raises the question of whether the distributional
effects would be progressive or regressive. This relates to Friedman’s
question as to why one should focus on preschool per se, and one answer
is that if the source of funding is categorically different for this kind of
program than it is for local school systems funded by property taxes, for
example, it may be especially worth examining the cost-benefits since the
net distributional effects may be so different.
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Jesse Rothstein agreed with the suggestion Hoxby made in her comment
that the paper should include a cost-benefit analysis, but that this analysis
should focus on social costs and benefits and not merely on the government budget. In practice, this means that Hoxby’s cost calculation should
be scaled by the fraction of participants who are “compliers,” those who
would not be going to preschool in the absence of the program. For those
who would go to preschool with or without the program, the program is
merely taking the cost of preschool off of the family’s accounts and putting it into the government’s accounts. This is just a transfer and should not
count toward a social cost-benefit analysis. Removing these from the costs
ledger will make the benefit-cost ratio of the program much better.
Rothstein also agreed with Alan Krueger’s point in his comment on the
paper that such a program should be universal in order to ensure that it
maintains quality. Thus, while the part of the program that merely crowds
out private preschool should not be counted in the cost-benefit analysis
(unless there are differences in child outcomes between the two types of
preschools), this does not mean the program should be altered to be better
targeted.
Gregory Mankiw agreed with Rothstein about the importance of doing
a social cost-benefit calculation, since a transfer is not a cost. At the same
time, the losses associated with taxation needed to raise the revenue are a
cost. And the cost issue doesn’t disappear even if the preschool program is
means-tested, because in that case the program creates an implicit marginal
tax rate, which has a distorting effect in itself. Carrying out the appropriate
social cost-benefit calculation, which should be valuable, requires thinking
through all of this.
Justin Wolfers opined that the Obama administration might be deeply
disappointed in the paper’s finding that the main effect of its universal
pre-K program will be to subsidize the middle class and, along the way,
to create many tax-based deadweight loss triangles, as Mankiw suggested.
He agreed as well with Rothstein that a proper economic analysis of this,
as with any welfare program, must be a social cost-benefit analysis. Even
if a lot of good can be accomplished for low-income children through a
program like this, the challenge remains to design a program that is not
only targeted to low-income children but also politically salable. Since
it is unclear whether there is the political will to target only low-income
children, program design must be thought through carefully with political
economy constraints in mind.
Wolfers was struck by the many comments urging that the authors lay
out the reasons why pre-K programs are believed to be effective. In his
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view the task at hand may not require that. Rather, as in the authors’ analysis of pre-K programs in Oklahoma and Georgia, what is required is to
observe not why but how such a program has worked in selected places
and what effects it has had there, and then make the decision whether one
wants to apply that model to the country. Solving the fundamental puzzle
of childhood learning and the many factors that affect it is not necessary
if what one needs is to design a program evaluation and make a program
recommendation.
Elizabeth Cascio thanked discussants Caroline Hoxby and Alan Krueger,
as well as all the other participants, for their comments. In response to
Hoxby’s comments about their review of the literature, she agreed that some
findings of small-scale experiments in early education have been weakened
upon re-examination using more rigorous statistical techniques and that the
findings of the Head Start Impact Study deserved more attention in the final
paper. Responding to Krueger’s comments about alternative ways to analyze
the data, she acknowledged that splitting the data by family income, rather
than maternal education, would be more closely related to the parameters of
the Obama proposal and was a feasible approach with the available data. As
was suggested multiple times, she also thought it was a great idea to incorporate a cost-benefit analysis into the final version of the paper.
In response to Wolfers’ comments about political economy, Cascio
agreed that the political salability of the program was likely an important consideration in its design. For example, an alternative and roughly
equal-outlay means of expanding access to high-quality preschool education among low- to moderate-income children would have been to double
Head Start funding and improve Head Start quality. However, such a proposal would have gotten little traction given the findings from the Head
Start Impact Study, making the proposal of an altogether new program
a more promising path. Further, she found the comments regarding the
political challenges of funding early education to be quite interesting, and
while beyond the scope of the current paper, deserving of future research.

